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Howard Paid Detectives to
Attend Social Functions
to Watch Wife's
Conduct.
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Skeletons In Closets of Millionaire
and His $3.000000 Bride Will
be Paraded Before the in-

PARADE

LARGEST

HISTORY

IN

York-Gene-

York, May 30. Far overshadowing the domestic row between
the Howard Ooulds thenrselves. Is
the sensational and dramatic story
that Is receiving remarkable additions
every day. showing the scandalous
part the New York City detective
force has taken In behalf of Howard
Could against his wife.
The evidence that Commissioner
Bingham is getting of the efforts of
the city paid detectives to besmirch
Mrs.
Is simply astounding.
Gould
The disclosures alarm the ordinary
citizen. The power of these servants
the public Is startling, and opens
tr
up the question If the police detectives
of other American cities are not also
engaged in such nefarious work.
The Bowery dramas and the 10- cent
novels whose detectives are
ever the welcome guests at the ultra
exclusive homes of the members of
the Four Hundred have heretofore
been considered a bit yellow and
mellow In tinge. Not a bit of it.
They are true to life, hut it took
Howard Gould to show that.
Detectives In Case.
District Attorney Jerome says "Bill
McLaughlin is the wickedest man, the
most vicious that has ever been In
the police department," yet according to Mrs. Gould, he was the honored guest at a dinner to which she was
She InsltUs that she now
Invited.
knows that the sole abject for which
one party was given was that she
might come directly under McLuugh-lin'- s
Inquisitorial police eye. This
dinner was given by members of the
upper Fifth avenue set, and their
chief gutxt begfii life as a patrolman.
Detective Frank Peabody has spent
days and nights and traveled hundreds of miles at public expense to
secure testimony for Howard Gould
that his wife was the legal wife of
another when she became his "five
million dollar bride."
"Jim" Vallely. another city detective, searched days before he got on
the track of "Big Bill" Huwley. notorious swindler, who was supposed
of
to know of a former marriage
Katherine Clemmons. other detecpay
followed
city
on
roll
the
tives
Mrs. Gould wherever she went.
The Goulds as a family have on
more occasions than one called upon
the services of the New York detective bureau. This association dates
bin k even to the days of old Jay
Gould.
Zelln
icolaui Incident.
A previous notable example was in
1S1I3
when Zella Nicoluus. a handsome girl, sued George Gould for
$4iI.iicpo.
She claimed that a check
for this amount had been given her
by the oldest son of the Gould family
under peculiar circumstance. Iater
the giver of the check destroyed it,
and she asked the court to aid her
in the collection of her debt. The
case never came tt trial.
The gill was taken to police headquarters, where she was put through
the terrifying "third degree." and
finally given the choice of exile or
Jail. As fhe was friendless she chose
the former, and started Immediately
for Europe. Later she began another
action and received, it is said, $10,000
,
in settlement of It.
It was at this time that George
McGould became acquainted with
Laughlin. George Gould's appeal to
him in 1S9S, at the time of his brother Howard's first infatuation for the
California actress, was not in vain.
There was a police effort at that time
to prove that Katherine Clemmons
was marrying without securing a divorce from a husband to whom she
was legally bound.
"Big Biil" Hawley declares that it
wa.s at this time that an effort was
made to get him to say that he knew
of Mrs. Gould's former marriage. He
was In Dannemora prison at that
time, and he not only was to receive
$1110,00(1 for his sworn affidavit but
pardon.
Neck former Marriage Keoord.
Although Mis. Gould has always Insisted that she was never married but
the once, the detectives have hunted
for a man by the name of Dawson. It
was In Baltimore that her marriage
lo such a min was alleged to have
taken place, and there the detectives
Dawson
turned Iheir search. George marry
a
according to the records, did
years
in
Baltimore
Lonsdale
Harriet
reabodv worked under me in
niro
(.millions that Katherine Clemmons
used various names wat different times.
ho is a 'bus ilriv--He found luvvson.
living with him in Iheir mod
mo,
he made his
woman
es home is til"
wife, alol neither of whom knew of
the Goulds nor tneir lar.giei main
troubles.
Colonel Samuel W. Dawson, a theatrical in. mai:er. looked more likely
the
.is a d's. ited benedict. Whn declared
him lie
ii .pro.n bed
never
had
single
and
was
that he
been married.
detecthe
The (trenies to whiih understood
be
tives testate ni.iv
i-

I
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Washington. D. C. May 30. With
solemn and Impressive ceremonies
Memorial day was observed In the national capital and on a more elaborate
scale than usual.
People held exercises In perpetuation of the memory of the dead In
eight of the national cemeteries of
this vicinity.
f
The principal exercises took place
at the National cemetery at Arlington, where 18,000 graves were strewn
with flowers.
4. touching feature was the decoration of the graves of the confederate
dead.

Champion Bronhco Buster Is
Charged With Pilfering
Horses.

Now York Observes Put.
New York, May 30. With three
parades of veterans and escorts, with
special exercises tonight in Carnegie
hall, at which Governor Hughes will
be present, and with the unveiling
this afternoon on University Heights
of twelve tablets, and with orations
by Governor Hughes and Governor
Guild, of Massachusetts, there will be
more features of Memorial day exercises here this year than usual.
The main parade today was reviewed by General O. O. Howard.

MRS. HOWARD GOULD.

M'GONAGILL
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ARRESTED EOR
THEFT
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El Paso, May 30. A private
dispatch says that Clay Mcuona- gill, of Monument, X. M., world s
champion bronco buster and
wild steer roper, who recently
took part In the roping con- by
tests in Juarez, Is reported
Deputy Sheriff J. D. Palm, of
Bellvllle, Tex., to have been ar- rested at Midland, Tex., yester- day, the arrest being made by
Palm. McGonaglll was released
after furnishing bond.
It is reported that McOona- gill has been indicted at Bell- ville, Tex., on three charges of
horse theft. The Indictments set
forth that the theft was commit- ted in New Mexico and the
horses were taken to Austin
county in south Texas, where
McGonagill Is alleged 'o have
sold them. It is said that there
are three similar indictments
against McGonagill In the New
Mexico courts and there is likely
to be some question of jurlsdlc- tlon.
District court convenes at
Bellvllle next Monday and it is
likely that McGonagill's case
will come up at this term. Mc- Gonagill Is a
of James
Johnston, one of the wealthiest
stockmen of Routh Texas.

4

4

4 Chicago's history.
4
It is estimated that more than 7000
- men marched
past the reviewing
4 stand.
4
4
4
4

Governor Deneen rsvlewed the
rade.

SANTA

Copy of Letter Addressed by Hon.
States to Herbert T. Hagerman, Deposed Governor of New Mexico
Setting Forth a Few Matters of Importance to the People of
This Territory Which All Should Know and Which
Have Been Denied and Suppressed By Hagerman and His Supporting Papers.
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Mem- Santa Ke. May 30.
orial day program consisted of
a large parade at 3 o'clock,
which marched through
the
business streets and thence to
the National cemetery, where
the memorial exercises were
held.
In the procession were: Com- pany V of the New Mexico Na- tional Guard. G. A. H., Sons of
Veterans, veterans of Spanish- American war. the Woman's He- lief corps, Daughters of the Am- erican Revolution, Acting Gov- ernor J. W. ltavnolds and staff,
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, city
Fire department, teachers and
pupils of the schools and col- leges of the city, federal, terrl- torial and city officials In car- r ages and citizens on foot.
At the cemetery' the principal
address was made by Hon. L.
Bradford Prince. Short talks
were also made by J. P. Victory,
post commander; and John R.
MrFle, past commander.
The
rest of the program consisted of
the decorating of the graves
and the usual salute to the dead.
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He Takes In a Slice of

Ari-

zona and California

4
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A REJUVENATION

OF THE "ZONA LIMBRE" IAS VEGAS

Private entries In line of the projected reservation and such portions
of It as are needed for roads are reserved.
Since the abolition of the old "zona
libre," or free zone, between Mexico
and the L'nlted States. It has been
prefound Increasingly diHU.ult t
vent .smuggling across the boundary,
hence the order.

REC-

OB-
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CONVENTION

WILL INCLUDE
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Las Vegas. May 3(). The feature of the Memorial day exercises here was the parade, which
was participated in by the military and fraternal organizations
of the city, the city officials and
school children. The procession
was divided into three divisions,
each headed by a band. In the
first division were the members
nf the (J. A. H., the KIka and
and the school
other sock-tit'children.
These were followed
by the orators of the day, the
mayor and city officials In carriages. The last division comprised the lire department, Troop
A of tile local militia,
and a
number of citizens.
Major It. C. Kankin was grand
The procession premarshal.
sented an Impressive sight as It
slowly marched to the cemetery.
Mere a number
of addresses
were made ami the graves of
the departed soldiers decorated
with flow its.

line.
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SERVES MEMORIAL DAY

Washington, D. C, May 30. The
president has issued a proclamation
creating a reservation sixty feet wide
along the entire northern boundary
of Mexico, Including the state of California, and the territories of Arizona
and New Mexico.
The purpose o( the reservation la
declared In the presidential proclamation to be the suppression of
smuggling across the international
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REBELS LOSE AGAINST
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MILLIONAIRES-GI-

$3,000,000

the deeds to the representative of With the gossip that your
rethe Pennsylvania Development com- peats and the Inferences father
that he
pany, Mr. Hopewell. It was his bust, draws therefrom
I
no concern.
ness, and not yours, and you could As to the charges have
ne by
only act In his absence; though of makes against others, I can Inference
say
government administration which he course you could have removed him. that any facts that he will only
give me
originated, to publish the facts In If you had been willing to remove
against
anyone
I will consider if I
connection with Mr. nagerman's re- him, for refusing lo take the Im- have the power to
do so. Charge of
tirement from office.
proper and fraudulent action which a very grave character
were made to
Probably because they feared to In his absence
beme against your father himself In
took on his
have the real state of affairs known half.
You, however, obtained an connection with his land transactions
both have steadfastly refrained from opinion from the attorney general In the past.
Whether they were
any mention of the president's letter (the same gentleman
whom the true or not I can not say, because a
to the boy executive, in which he newspapers report as now organizing preliminary investigation
that
states clearly and concisely the truth meetings to ask for your retention in action on them would beshowed
barred by
nf the New Mexico political situation office), which opinion
Mr.
Cooley
the
statute of limitations.
and his reasons for summarily re- rightly stigmatizes as "an absurdity."
About Curry.
questing Mr. Hagerman to resign.
for as Mr. Cooley says, It Is only ex- . No one suggested to me the apThe letter Is r.'.9o of deep Interest plicable on the ground, either that pointment of Captain Curry s your
to the people of New Mexico since it the attorney general thought
that Successor.
The idea was my own,
places the new governor. Captain there w'aa no absolute evidence of
a because I wished under the extraorGeorge Curry, in the proper light, and violation of the law (a conclusion dinary circumstances
In New Mexico
at the same time disproves the at- which it was Inconceivable he could to And some man whom
I personally
tempts of the Morning Journal and have reached or that you could have knew
and
uprightness,
whose
papers,
to reached), or else that as there were strength of
other
character and knowledge
make It appear that Captain Curry Is difficulties attendant upon the en- of the people
and
the
circumstances
not an honest upright, capable man. forcement of the law you should go I could have entire confidence. CapThe letter, which Mr. Hagerman out
your way
You tain Curry was one of the best men in
It.
ami the Morning Journal feared to took ofadvantage oftotheviolate
of the my regiment.
He has been away
show the light of day. Is as follows. commissioner of publicabsence
ofon
lands
from New Mexico for eight years, so
It needs no comment:
go
ficial
to
yourself
business
Is
the
with
In
he
no
shape
that
or way IdentiThe 1Cttcr.
attorney general, Mr. Held, to his fied with any factional trouble thereWashington, D. C. Muy 1. 1907.
oftice
:
yourself
and
complete
I
the
in.
do not even know his politics.
My Dear Mr. Hagerm-.iDuring these eight years he has done
Mr. Glfford Plnchot has presented transaction.
distinguished
military and civil servWould
Not
Walt.
to me your telegram ti him In which
In the Philippines, not only havyou ask that it be (brought to my perIt was there suggested to you ice
shown great gallantry In action,
sonal attention, stating that hundreds by a clerk In the lank office ing
marked administrative
ability
of people have sent telegrams to the that the matter should be delayed but
In charge of the Manila police
when
acmy
against
president protesting
until the commissioner could be comcepting your resignation, and stating municated with, as If you wired him force and afterwards In various other
positions, Including that of governor
furthermore that If my action in re- it would be possible to get him back In
the provinces. As far as I know
questing your resignation Is not re- in Santa Fe inside of two days.
You
cnlamlty
to
there
has been universal approval In
will
a
the
be
voked it
refused to permit this delay; although
territory, and that if 1 will reconsider there was absolutely no reason what- New Mexico of his choice; and apthis action you ar mpejitive I will see ever for such refusal on your part. proval of the choice of Captain Curry
the Injustice Hr1
Srldom of It You directed the clerk to compute the as governor Is incompatible with the
from every point ol vrfu". ' '
tlvt part of those apamount due as payment of the prin- existence-ocipal und Interest, and then asked proving It of either the hope or the
Wrote Plainly.
This renders it necessary for me to him to deliver the deeds, to which he desire to see crooked methods obtain
write you very plainly. You made, replied that he had no power to do In the New Mexican government.
Very truly yours,
as 1 am Informed, a good secretary of so and that the seal had not been aflegation at the court of St. Peters- fixed to twenty-thre- e
THEODORE HOOSEVEL.T.
of
You
them.
burg. All that I have heard of your then directed him to bring all the
Hon. H. J. Hagerman, iSanta Fe,
private life Is to your credit. Fur- papers to your oftice, together with N. M.
thermore, I believe that you have the seal of the board of public lands,
done certain excellent things while
In the presence of the clerk and
you were governor; and of course I and
of Mr. Hopewell, the ibenerlclary of
you your
will permit nothing good that
grossly Improper and prooably PRESIDENT RECEIVES BIG
have done to be undone. But I must unlawful conduct,
you
affixed the
aibl that as a whole I think you have seals
to the twenty-thre- e
deeds, and
governor and handing
been an
to
Hopewell,
them
asked If
that your removal rrom the position
Hopedelivery.
a
he
considered
that
is imperatively demanded. If it were well replied that he did, and handed
not for my knowledge of your pre- them back to you with the request
vious career and of your standing re-In that they be recorded on the deed
private life, and my consequent
of the commissioner of publuctance to believe thnt your motives records
lic lands.
You handed them to the
were as Improper as certain of your clerk
with instructions to have them
acts would Indicate, I should have rewere
moved you Instead of requesting your recorded and these InstructionsreturnI have not thought it carried out. The deeds were
resignation.
of Lawton Monunecessary to go Into any matters as ed to you and you bunded them t Unveiling
of the attorney of the Pennsylvania Deto which there wa.s any chance
company.
of
velopment
accepted
You
controversy, und the department
ment Is Witnessed by an
Justice has been as unxious as I have from Mr. Hopewell his personal check
for $11,113.74, which you subsequentbeen to show you all consideration,
Immense Crowd.
and to resolve every doubt In your ly deposited In the oftice of the comc,
favor. Assistant Attorney General missioner of public lands. The deCooley in his report purposely omitpartment of Justice reports that:
Indianapolis, May 30. A lilg Four
ted, as he Informed me. the Inference
lllcgul and IniroM'r.
which he believes ought legitimately
train carrying President
Koosevelt,
In
seems
facts
Govthe
entirely
that
from
be
"It
clear
Vice
drawn
to
that
President Fairbanks and memthe land grant transactions, wherein ernor Hagerman's action was both Il- bers of the presidential party, arblame- legal and Improper.
I believe your conduct was
rived here at 10:48 a. m.
worthy, you were actuated In your
The party was met by a large re"The act of congress of June 21,
unlawful 1898, and section 1. chapter 74, laws ception committee and driven to the
Improper and presumably
action by your desire to secure the of New Mexico, 1899, supra, clearly home of Vice President Fairbanks,
aid of certain democratic politicians made the contract Illegal at the time where luncheon was served.
At Monument place nearly 20.000
iu the faction fight. I decided that In Governor Hagerman alleges It was
this matter I would give you tne entered Into.
school children were massed to greet
delivery
The
of
tho
to
so
as
benefit of the doubt, and
deeds could not have been enforced the president.
vour uetion in appointing six mem- by the grantees, or by the PennsylAll 'business was suspended
and
bers of the legislative council to vania Development company, which every building in the city was decolucrative positions, although there was not a party to the contract. The rated.
Following luncheon at Vice Presiseemed to me no moral doubt that governor hud every reason to believe,
this amounted to the bartering of owing to his correspondence with the dent Fall hank's home, began the
to the court house grounds for
offices by you in return for legislative
march
the Interior, that the the ceremonies
support. As for the hundreds of per- secretary ofwas
attending the unveilof very doubtful le- ing of the monument
sons who have telegraphed me on transaction
In spite of the opinion of the eral Henry W. Iawton. to Major Genvour account, I cannot say that I gality,
It was clearly his
have seen all of the telegrams, but I attorneyin general.
I'rocossJoii Moved Two Miles.
my Judgment, to withhold
have seen a great many of them. I duty,
The procession moved two miles
have received an even larger number delivery of the deeds and let the mat- through
a solid mass of people.
ter be tested In the courts if the
from persons In New Mexico who
Surrounding the monument the
protested against your retention In grantees named in the deeds saw fit streets
were packed for many squares.
office. I have also received numerous to mandamus the commissioner of
The weather was plasaut.
statements to the effect that neither public lands. His action In usuiping
platform were seated Mrs.
On
the
spontanereally
was
the duties of the commissioner in his
set of telegrams
and her three daughters.
ous.
There has been no single in- absence was both Illegal and unjusti- Lawfon
program
included an address
stance In which the appointment of fiable. It was entirely competent for by The
Governor Hanley. the reading of
Mr. Curry as your successor has not him to enforce the carrying out of
poem
by
a
James
Whlteomh Hiley
commendation.
hearty
received
his wishes by administrative methods,
I acts suflliii'iit.
lu removing a public official and ap and the president's address.
Pri'sldeut Cliwred.
I found that it was not necessary lo pointing In his place some one In!
president's trip was a continuconsider anything save Assistant At- sympathy with his policies, but it was ousThe
all the way from
ovation
torney General Cooley'a letter, from neither legal nor Justifiable to adopt
Ohio, where he first apTills sets the course he did."
the department of Justice.
In
peared
public today, to Itidiuuap-oli- s.
forth a state of facts which your perHut Ono Course.
sonal explanations, when before me,
I
statement
entireWith the ubove
At all stations great crowds pressed
In no way relieved, and which make ly agree.
If I permit such an act by around tlie president's car and
at
It impossible, Iu my Judgment, to rethe highest ofliobr in the territory to several places the president
made
tain you iu oftice unless I am content go unpunished, I can not hold to ac- brief remarks and everywhere
he
to abandon all Idea of holding publb: count any subordinate oftlciul for any shook bands with us mat y as could
or indeed infraction of his duly. It was a grave get near him.
officers in New Mexico,
elsewhere, to any proper standard of question in my mliiil whether 1 might
This report from not to remove you Insiainl of meit'ly
otticial conduct.
1
the department of Justice related to asking )imr
your delivery of certain deeds to the I lie doubt in your favor and request- - CHINA'S FAMINE
liult-- r no cir-- I
Pennsylvania, Development company. (si your resignation.
would 1 reconsider Ibis
P. appears that the grant of laud, ciiuisUtmv
IS BROKEN
which was agreed to before you be- uetion.
came governor, was on Us face grossSecretary Hoot has handed me a'
ly fraudulent;
and that the transac- long telegram from your father, in
tion could not be completed sake by which lie states that he wishes ine to1
Sh ii il. Miy 30
The
famine
your action, made with full knowl- delay iny action on your resignation
edge of its fraudulent character. An until you have had time to answer; which pievii'.e l many weeks, causing
investigation into the matter of these the chaigts made against you, which liundrels of deaths ami great sufferNew Mexican land grunts had been 'lie further states are well known to ing, has been broken. The crops are
hot weather has
made hj ihe .secretary of the interior he unfounded, and made. by party! still thin, but the
fivorabie t a g o 1 yield.
The jfreehooters to restore themselves
and submitted to congress.
chairman of the committee on public power. Apparently your father does:
iai.-lif the house.
Hon. John V. hot know, or disregards, the fact thai
1...
mi May IT. lK'iti, wrote to the these charges are contained iu the 200,000 LABORERS
secretary nf the interior that til- - pro- statement above referred to from thei
posed grant would lie a violation of department of Justice and In the
i
liw; the patricular grant referred to
'is of the Interior d' part iiient ; ilia'
TO GET MORE MONEY
being. a the secretary of the inter- jlheie is not the slightest question in
ior el'r rally Mated, In all
to the facts which were admitted by
yuu in your Interview Willi me as we'd
the same as the giant
' im ill
con mi in ma led.
liilnrtli'iir
uilli sl... r.. I , r e
Pisir lieu.
Garfield, and that you had a full 4
Muy 3". The. P.ec- I'Musii.
V"U
statu that this
a
document hearing before Secretary Garfield and
to iy that be- officially
called to before me.
l.'nder these cln
Was
summer
fori. Ho end of iii
lover
o
o unorganized
o
your
your attention, but it appears that
by
u
i
mi. e In. i
what
father means
you certainly
bad knowledge of It saying that the charges are unfoundand cK U employed by
laborers
and it further ap- ed 1 am unable lo Imagine. If any
when you
urnterit l ii ci ni 1 wi.i receive u
pear that the cofiiiiiisnioner of pub- party freebooter or any one else is 0 voluntary ln ica.se of wages, 41
will avrtuge ten per
report,
wlili.li
of
your
the
guilty
of conduct such as
I will
lic lands, in view
his UiiIHi"8nv.s4 to deliver treat hiiu Just us I have treated you
'
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One Hundred Killisl.
K 'einllo-.lusui (..ttion of their i!fh:s ;u '.iie S.tu
Canton. China. May 3 it A sevenI.U;s
.dley.
e;i iemelit
has or. Ill led he'.wee'i
inColorado is not the on'y s; i:e
iii oineial troops aod a body of
(ouailioi.s are
resulting in a victory for :'ae
.is
said to xist .n Idaiio. Wsim .loa f o nu-rone hundred
and tueyon us ;:i the Sao Uu.s sal-leThe rebels lost ovi-lien killed.
An eft oit will he made t hive thi
The government force raptured tho
coiivemion go on record again-- l tlie rebel leader, together with a number
g verniiH'iil rule a i reu-lauoof Hags and considerable
by law.
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7.000 Men Starch In Oiioiso.
Chicago. May 30. Memorial day
was marked by the largest parade in

Dawson.

'.!,! avoi ed to make him fall ill
'bat he waSUiitfCStli
Hue tt i' ll
.1 I in
w i'ti M s.
lvi.
iii I. ii. d
I
when In
- l.i J hi v i: t e
v
u
'I
.1
l
:,..! ii si nii.it ion
town k"o-Kw; th- - boys aioiial
g .u- - lu.ain-- t Mis.
of th ,!.:. t;v.-s' '!,. day a Waldorf bellboy
Colli
.lr..pi.- -I !h:s no'e into her no. I .r:
"Police i.etec'.iws a!" Watching
I.t.i.h out."
.oi.
Th. a th- - notorious little liwyer.
Abe Hummel, now In the penitentiary
had lo get into i He game. He wrote
tel'lng her of the polite
lor a note offering
her his
watch and
It is not hard to solve the prohh-how HiHittii.l came by his knowlnom
Dcl.tneey
edge.
Mcolls. lo
HoW- the city detectives repotted. Is repret He
l"ld Ct.ult! s attorney,when
the little
sented Aba Hummel
lawyer was being tried for perjury
and his diminutive client was often
In his private oftiee.
i,
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Sleuths Were Coarse.
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40.000

Governor Hughes Addresses a
Multitude of Veterans In New
ral
Howard ReThe Citizen has waited patiently
Herbert J. Hagerman or
for
Fe
views Parade-San- ta
the Albuquerque Morning Journal,
good
which stand for the
Observes Day.
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FRANCISCO

Labor Situation Is Desperate.
Three Union Men Arrested
For Tampering With
Trolly Wires.
Theodore Roosevelt, President of the United
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BONDS

Gas Man Puts up $70,000 Cash to
Secure His Release-Sure- ty
Companies Get Very Few Plums.
Friends Put up Private Fortunes for Grafters.
San Francisco. Miy 30. The police
last night arrested Charles Cordes,
John McDonald and William F. Burton, leading members of the carmen'
union, on the charge of Interfering
with the trolley wires of the United.
Rtlroads.
40,000 Men Idle la 'Frijco.
According to figures based on an
Investigation conducted by Harbor
Commissioner Stafford, formerly a
commissioner, approximately, 40,-0persons are idle in this city as a
result of existing labor troubles.
The Cull says today:
"The commercial Interests of tfan Francisco
have formally demanded the removal
of the incumbent police board and the
appointment of a new commission."
; rafters (Jive Bond.
John Martin and Eugene de Sabla.
of the gas company, have given bonds
ror 1140.000 each; Frank O. Drum,
of the same company, was released
on cash ball of $70,000 In the form of
a certified check on the London,
Paris and American bank, drawn by
his attorney, Garret W. McEnerney.
to his own order. It was the first
cash ball offered In the Indictment
cases and was a temporary arrangement pending the return to the city
of the men who are to go on Drum's
bond.
Louis Sloss and Richard
Hotaltng signed the bonds of John
Martin. Leon Sloss and Richard M.
Hotallng did the same service for De
Sabla.
It seems that the day of
surety companies Is past when personal friends offer their fortunes as
sureties for men accused of grave
crimes.
Sclimiu Arrested Agalu.
Even Mayor Schmlts got out of the
surety, company vjaj. t- KIs attor
ney, J. C. Campbell, asked that the
150,000 bond of the Aetna Indemnity
company, surety for the mayor on the
restaurant extortion cases, be exonerated.
The district attorney asked
that Schmlts be taken Into custody,
and for three minutes the indicted
mayor was constructively a prisoner
under the guard of Bailiff Montgomery. As speedily as possible Thomas
Williams and William J. Dingee qualified as bondsmen for the $30,000.
They became his bondsmen for the
$20,000 in the separate Indictments
against him In the trolley and gas
cases and In the fourteen Joint cases
against him In the gas-rabribery,
bringing their total liability up to
$350,000 .each having to qualify for
the full amount.
la-b- or

00
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JURY

FINDS TELLER
HARVEY

GUILTY

Pittsburg. May 30. Thomas A.
Harvey, former teller of the Enterprise National Bank of Allegheny.
Pa., was found guilty on thirty-thre- e
counts for making f ilse entries, and
not guilty on three counts, charging
him with the misappropriation of the
funds of the bank.
The Jury was out twelve hours.
H.VSK

ISA LI. GA.MF.S,

National league.

At Boston: Huston 4; Brooklyn 0.
At New York Philadelphia 5; New

York 2.
At Pittsburg:
At

.St.

Louis

6.

Chicago 6; Pittsburg
7; St,
Louis: Cincinnati
Fourteen innings.

American Ijcague.
At Washington:
New
York 3;
Washington 1.
At Philadelphia:
Philadelphia
3:
Boston 1.
At Cleveland: Cleveland 1; Detroit
0.
At Chicago: Chicago 8; St. Louis 2.
Western League.
At Des Moines; De Moines 7:
coln 8.

Lin-

WOMAN BUYS PRIVATE

e.

TELEGRAPH
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) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 it 1 1
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M.. May 30. It
Is reported here on good author- - 4
4 ity that the Independent
tele- - 4
4 graph line from this citv to Cer- - 4
lillos, operated by J. W. Mayes
In connection with the local of- tice of the
Postal Telegraph
company, has been purchased
by a woman. Mis. Ii. W. War- Her. and will be operated by her.
Mrs. Warner
been local 4
manager of the Western Union
Telegraph office for the past 4
4 two years and is popular In this
city.
4
She believes that a
woman
can conduul a business as well
as a man and if the energy.
pluck and business ability she 4
4 has show ii In conducting
the
a H airs of tlie
Western Union 4
4 here ate continued In her new
position he v".l have a hand- some Income. The Cerrillos line
wa.s constructed
i:i
the days
was a lively mln- wh.n
ills' camp ai. I has always re- Muiined a piving proposition.
Keio-u.iof mining activity iu
the South S.nit,i Ke mining dis- - 4
4 lint und Hidden promises
to
make tlie business over the line
iloulile several tunes. It is prnb- able that 'lie line will be ex- 41
tended from tYrrilloa south to
Madrid and other mining camps.
a dis, .hub of forty miles or 4
lii'iir.
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BASE
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PERSONAL

PROPERTY

and

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
VAN'TKtCVvoorul girl for Vailry Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
Ranch. Address R. H. Sims, Peco, also on SALARIES AND WARI
New Mexlro.
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low ss 11
WANTED boarders by the week in and aa high aa 1200. Loans ar
private family; also have a nicely quickly made and strictly
Apply Time: One month to one yearprivate
furnished room for rent.
given
Mrs. Jobson. 305 North Edith.
Goods remain In your possession
second-han- d
Gentleman
WANTED
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
clothing. No. 611 South First see
us before borrowing.
street, south of viaduct. Bend adLOAN CO.
THE
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney, SteamshipHOUSEHOLD
tickets to and from a'
proprietor.
parts of the world.
WANTED People w ho wmiiI someRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
thing, to advertise in The Citizen303 'i West Railroad Ave.
want column. A few lines cost but
PRIVATE OFFICES.
a few cents but bring returns an
Open Evenings.
hundred fold
Wantedgoodposition a joo composioffice. First class man.
tor In
CARDS
Don't drink and can give be.it of PROFESSIONAL
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
LAWYERS.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
Ira M. Bond.
WANTED To buy live teams or ten
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II F.St
single driving horses; must be N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
sound and city broke. Bring ani- land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
mals to Clarion's stable, rear of 712
patents,
trade marks, claims
West Tijeras avenue, between 11 a. letter
m and 2 p. ni., and after & o'clock
It. W. . Bryan.
p. m.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First Nations
MKN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every Bank building.
day. If you are. looking for a job
E. W. Dobson.
put a want ad in The Evening CitiATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlee
zen's want column and It will do
block,
Albuquerque. N. 34
Cromwell
the rest.
DENTISTS.
FOK KENT.
for
FOR RENT A picnic wagon
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
mountain trips. Holds about ten
Dental Surgeon.
people. Springer Transfer Co.
Rooms 3 and I, Barnett building
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
4t)8 North
housekeeping.
Second over O'Rielly's drug store. Phont
No. 744. Appointments made by mali.
street.
brick house
FOR RENT Four-rooEdmund J. Alger, D. D. 6.
close In. $15. Apply Rankin & Co.,
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offlct
Room 10. Armijo building.
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house- p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South polntments made by mall.
Broadway.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
FOR RENT Nice, airy front room,
on first floor; everything modern; Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
good location.
Apply 416 South
Occidental Life Building. Tele
Third street.
phone 88. Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
DK. R. L. 11 LSI.
two blocks south of postofflce; with
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
or without board. Mrs. T. John- Tuberculosis treated with Hla-Bton, 607 South Second street;
Frequency Electrical
and
FOR RENT Newly furnished out-ai- Germicide. Treatments Current
given each
rooms, modern bath, half day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
lock from Railroad avenue. "The
Oranada," 114 U North Second nurse, in attendance. Both phones.

Soaps, Nail
Bnth Brusho.
Scltwors,
Brushes, Manicure
Com Plasters, Corn Files,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Water
Etc, Etc--

Let us Supply You

o

of"
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SUNDAY,

M'Intosh Browns

vt.
Santa Fe Centrals

BASE BALL

ooooooooooooocoooooooocoo ooooooooooooooooooooooooo-

-

Silver Slipper Tonight
i

;i

National
Philadelphia at New York.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
American
New York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Detroit at Cleveland.
All teams scheduled to play both
morning and afternoon games.

I

National League.
Won. Lost.

6-- 8.

de

street.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
rooms, near business center; rates
Corner
Sixth and
reasonable.
Railroad. Apply at rear,
FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished

DHS. BKONSO.N & URONSON,

Chicago

"
--

PHARMACY

first-clas-

m

Philadelphia
Pittsburg

i

- h
v

r

LARGE AUDIENCE

Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

lo
8

I

Won.

Chicago
Cleveland
Detroit
New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Boston
Washington

i

i

24
24
18
17
17
14
11

ATJLKS

Sioux

Pueblo

The New York Idea"Is Gracefully Received In
Albuquerque.

i

-

''

.371
.270
.22

JI MA
Soprano With the .lolin
.'iuy an. in
The John C.T:i!? r Opera company
opened its short season In Albuquer- with a matinee 'of "Florod.ira."
at 2:30 p. ni. today, and from the ad- vance booking of seats at Matson's it
Is safe to say the theater will be tilled
a typical holiday crowd.
Prima

I'll

!nn

20
17
14
11

Philadelphia
Young
Batteries
Coombes and Powers.
Second game:

HY.

V. fisher
n mi ,iuue

l.

H'ru Co., ut Klks' Theater,

"The Silver Slipper" Is the bill for
tonight, to be followed by "A Runa-qu- e
way tlirl" Friday and "The Wizard of
the Nile" Saturday night,
A large number of the Fisher Opera
company attended Mrs. Flske's
h
formance at the theater last night.
per-wlt-

day life of New York society, it seemed like one were looking In at the
window and seeing things as they
actually happened
n
the natural
course of human events.
Miss Marion Lea. as Vlila Phillimore, depicted the part of a society
woman in a subtle and Individual
manner.
ne did not feel that this
character was a type so much as an
Individual. Miss Lea enjoys the advantage of a certain natural beauty
and grace which makes her playing
doubly convincing.
Charles Harbury, as Philip Phillimore, left nothing to be desired In tile
way of excellent character acting.
When this gentleman yawned It was
contagious.
The acting of Ida Vernon, as Mrs.
Phillimore, the mother of the judge;
Dudley Clinton, as the worldly
F.mily Stevens, as lirace
Phillimore; Mlanch Weaver, as .Miss
tlene.ige: Frederick Klruy. a Hrooks;
Helle Itohn, as the maid; James Slur-leas the valet; Kobert V. FeiKUson.
as Tim Fiddler, and Charles Terry, as
Thomas, all deserve the highe
praise and their work was fully appreciated by the best people of this
city last night.
In the matter of stage settijigs and
costumes, scarcely an Improvement
could be suggested. The artistic setting of the fourth act excited much
admiration,
Mrs. Fiske and company received
repeated curtain calls at the close of
the act ', and they were in every way
given to understand that this city appreciated the superb performance of
last night.

agent upon
whom process can be
served.
cu Designs of staniHl I :nvcloH-i- .
After July 1. the postoftice department will issue stamped envelopes
with new deslxns for the one. two
and four and live-cedenominations.
The form of these stamps will be an
f,
ellipse on end. The subjects. In
and the colors of their backgrounds will be One cent, Benjamin
t,
Franklin, green;
(ieorge
Washington, red; four-cen- t,
Benjamin
t,
Franklin, black;
(Ieorge
Washington, blue. Within a border
surrounding the subject In
will appear In white embossed capital
letters the words "I'nited States" and
the denomination. The denomination
will also appear in large numerals,
one on each side of the subject. After
July 1. the envelopes will be manufactured at Dayton, nhlo. Instead of
at Hartford, Conn., and the change
will cause an unavoidable delay in tilling orders for special request envelopes. Therefore all users of such envelopes are urged to place their orders before June 22.
Teu iloiial Tax levy .tUlli I ImiiI Year
The tax levy for the Fifty-nint- h
fiscal year which commences on the
first of December, lilii". and ends on
the first of December, lanS. has been
made by the auditor of the territory
in accordance with law and Is as follows:
For county funds: General county
fund, 5 mills; school fund, 2 mills.
For territorial purposes. 14 mills.
The remainder of the levies for
county purposes will be announced by
the hoard of county commissioners.
CofMiral loll CliHiigi'4 Name.
A certificate of amendment to the
charter of the
company, with headquarters at
TERRITORIAL
.M imogordo, ( itero county, has
CAPITAL
been
filed 'n the oftlce of the territorial
S"iretar. chanting tile name of the
OFFICIAL MATTERS co; poi at ion to the Fox w orth-- ( ii
company. W. L. Foxworth is
Hie president and H. W. Calbraith
the secretary.
nt

bas-relie-

two-cen-

five-cen-

bas-reli-
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Won.
20
IS

City

Pet.

Lost.

.706
.667
.581
.531
..'.00

,389
.314
.300

Lost.

Pet.

606

13
13
16
15
19
24

Boston

ilcs

Al

SOHIIUNCMCMI

renting Capital
Stumps tin mi
oiMiiallon Name
lianued.

Article

Stuck
Inly

Ituill'Otlll I'll.

1

in

cw
I
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(

d
Santa Fe. X. SI., Slay 30. A
copy of an amendment to the articles of Incorporation of the Kl Paso
ami Southwestern lUiilroad company
has been tiled in the office of Territorial Secretary J. V. Kaynolds,
the capital stock from
to J in. mm, iiihi. The corporawas
organized by virtue of the
tion
laws of Arizona, the principal office
thcie beiiiK at llisliee. The principal
nfllce in .New .Mexico ii designated as
DeminK and Louis 11. llrown as. the
--

ccrti-lie-

ri.

o

.5S1

.581
.:

..--

6

.531
.424
.314

YKSTKRDAY'S (i.VMKS.
National League.
At New York
It. H. K.
Philadelphia
1
6
4
New York
2
15 14
Batteries'
Pittlnger,
SIcCluskey
and Jacklltsch;
SleGinnlty, Taylor,
Bowerman and Fitzgerald.
At Cincinnati
n. H. K.
o
1
St. Louis
5
Cincinnati
l 7 1
Batteries McUlynn and N'oonau;
Slason and McLean.
At Boston
R. H. E.
1
Brooklyn
8 13
8
3
Boston
5
Batteries
Hucker and Ritter;
Dorner, Boultes and Brown.
American
At Philadelphia
R. H.E.
game:
First

One of the largest crowds to attend
a theater here in many days greeted
Airs. Flske, in "Tlie New York Idea,"

soul-actin-

.06

10
12
13
15
17
22
24
21

9

Denver
Omaha
Lincoln

high-spirite- d,

jaaealhalBBafak
)wsawpr.-

.771
.771

13
13
20
22
27
27

15
13

Western

at the Elks' opera house last evening.
Mrs. Fiske never appeared to better
advantage and her support was so
strong that the little actress needed
all her art to shine among the other
players.
The first act rather left the audi
ence In doubt as to whether or not it
llkel the play. The second act convinced everyone that the show would
at least prove entertaining.
Apparently It did more than that It ap
peared to Impress all as Intensely so.
"The New York Idea" Is by LanK- don Mitchell.
Apparently simple in
construction, it is a cleverly written
affair, containing lines of wit, subtle
humor and lust enough a very,
very little pathos to make It human.
There Is no plot.
The play Hows
along so naturally that much Is left
to the players to give tone to the production.
That is where Mrs. Fiske
finds opportunity, and she uses it advantageously.
She can not jump in
stantly Into favor with her audiences
In an opening act.
Mrs. Flske grows
upon one.
Her art lies in the fact
her
audiences generally become
that
well acquainted with the character
she portrays after the opening act.
From that time until the curtain falls
the little player holds them steadfast
by her wonderful stage personality.
She did it last night; she does it
every night she plays.
That Is her
surcess.
Two sets of divorces Mr. Philip
Phillimore vs. Mrs. Vlda Phillimore,
and Mrs. Cynthia Karslake vs. John
Karslakc are the leading roles. Roth
couples are In a state of suspended
tranquility at the opening of the
piece thut Is, each member of the
quartet Is anxious to remarry. Judge
Fnlllimore being sedately captivated
by the vivacious Mrs. Karslake anil
engaged to marry her as his sober
second choice. Mrs. Phillimore Is an
example of a beautiful, languid wo
man of high society who regards marriage as not too serious, but a rather
amusing matter. The progress of the
plot is leisurely and without sensa
tional episodes except for the rupture
at the altar when Cynthia, after de
laying the marriage fourteen hours
by reason of an inopportune automo
bile excursion, throws the reins over
her head and forsakes her ponderous

I

Pet.

H

S

IS

Boston

Des Moines

Special Excursions

rivvs

27
27
20

York

American league.
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Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, C28.
DR. F. J. PATCHIN.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office
over Vann Drug Store. Office
rooms, with modern bath, by the
hours 9 to 12 a. m.. 2 to 6. and 7 to 8
day or week; all outside rooms; p.
m.
Phones, office 441, residence
one-ha- lf
block east of the Al- - 695.
'. one
new.
hotel; everything
varado
DR.
J. N. WARNER. V. 6.
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad
When your animals are sick vou
avenue
good
a
need
veterinary surgeon. Cal.
airy
FOR RENT Light,
rooms for rooming or light up tne old reliable. Phone No. 142.
housekeeping.
All rooms openUNDERTAKER.
ing on the outside.
Price, $1 per
week and up. Minneapolis House, Auto, phone 816.
Colo.. Red 111
624 South Second. A. T. Devore,
A. BORDERS.
Proprietor.
Commercial Club building.
Blast
or Whit hearse, 36.
EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
ARCHITECTS
The Citizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
Spencer.
W.
P.
7
Rooms
Bar
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
Citizen today and be at work tomor- Both phones.
row.
NOT ART PUBLIC
tOK SALE.
very
reasonSALE
Tlios.
K. D. Maddlson.
Furniture;
FOR
Office with W. B. Chllders,
able. Call at 60S South Fourth
111
street.
West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Fine Checkering Bros,
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
"Our little boy had eczema for five
over
Futrelle's furniture store years,"
writes N. A. Adams, Henrievenings, between 6 and 7:30.
etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
FOR SALE Household
furniture, said
the case was hopeless his lungs
s,
cookingfl utensils, etc.; all
being affected.
we. then employed
being used less than four other
doctors but no benefit resulted.
months; very cheap.
Apply 307 By chance
we
read
about electric bitNorth Sixth street, any time.
ters; bought a bottle and soon no
new ticed Improvement
FOR SALE One seven-roo.
We continued
brick house, furnished complete,
medicine until several bottle
fine water, two acres good farm this
were
used,
boy
was comour
when
land close in, all fenced. Outhouses pletely cured." Best of all blood
med
nd barn. Address "for sale" this icines and body building health tonics
office.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c
fiancee.
FOIND.
There Is a reconciliation In the last
THE
COLORADO
Through
CO.
NATTOAL
FOUND
the want column
between John Karslake and his
of The Evening Citizen, just what
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY, act
spouse that was, but the
you have been looking for. An
"An old line" Insurance comnanv. Impulsive
playwright happily forbore to readvertising source sure to bring re- with ample capital, solid, conserva- unite
Phlllimores and thereby
turns for small expenditure. Try a tive, progressive. Writes liberal con- saved the
the piece from an unpaid. (liable
want ad and be convinceu.
tracts of Insurance and Investment conventionality.
Instead, the listless
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers, ComLOST.
ida was married
to Sir Wilfrid
building.
mercial
Club
Cates-Darban Englishman of cap!LoST Anything you lose except your
o
tivating
audacity.
reputation Is sure to be found by a
New arrivals for the week: Brus-sel- s
The cast cannot be too highly
want ad in The Citizen's want coland velvet carpets. Thirty new
Every one Is a player of
umn.
patterns of rockers to select from at praised.
high merit. Contrary to the general
rtlrelle s rurniture Emporium.
MONEY LOST.
custom of stars, Mrs. Flske does not
fear to rally to her support the best
MONEY LUST Every day in the
year by advertising the wrong way.
Surely no play
talent obtainable.
A Citizen want ad is money saved and
with Mrs. Fiske In the leading role.
results assured. Send In your want
would lie satisfactory without the Ind today.
imitable (Ieorge Arllss and t he. complacent John Mason in the cast.
EUtEKA!
VIA
Mrs. Flske as Cynthia is most hapYes. I Have Found It at Last.
py in her Interpretation of that
Found what? Why that Chamber
brainy, sport-lovin- g
thorlain
Salve cures eczema and all
oughbred of a woman.
Her acting
manner of Itching of the skin. I
apparently
and,
convinces
without
have been afflicted for man:' yean
ethical reasons, the audience sympawith skin disease. I had to get up
thizes with the sprightly divorce. The
three or four times every night and
role is a hard one to play; it calls for
wash with cold water to allay the
g
acting
underneath
the
terrible Itching, but since using this
surface but throughout Mrs. Fiske
salve in December, 1K05, the Itching
lives In the role with vital realism.
has stopped and has not troubled me.
She is all bubbles and smiles and wit
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvilie,
she would have people think, but be.
Fa. For saU bv all druggists.
neath tills mask she hides a sensitive
o
nature and a Jealous heart which is
FORT BAYARD. N. -- t., MAY 1,
stung by every blunt Joke and stupid
107. Sealed proposals in triplicate
pose of her former husband.
It is
for sinking and walling a brick well
TO
not until the llnal ait that she lay
15 feet In diameter, 45 feet deep, at
her true self, and even then she
this post, will be received here until liriiii'iiiul iNilntn in Illinois. Iowa. Kan bare
It is at this point
does it reluctantly.
11 a. in., June 1. and then opened
MiiiiH-xiiii- .
. M
Michigan.
sas.
Mrs. hiskes peculiar and hull
that
Information furnished on application. North uiul
south
best
Dakota's
is
and
vlilual
Her
illustrated.
talent
United States reserves right to accept
fame as an uctress rests primarily
or reject any or all proposals. En cousin.
18,
17.
22
15.
ale
June
of
Dales
upon
powers
in
of portraying
her
velopes containing proposals should 23, 24, 2S,
July 1. 2, 3. 4. 5, 6. 1" tense emotions by the negalive meth
endorsed "Proposals for Well" and 11, 12. 19. 3,
le
2",
mid
return
21.
Final
an
od
of
suppression.
of
Instead
S.
P.
Quar
Capu
Vestal,
addressed to
limit October 31st.
hysterical outburst of tears and sobs,
termaster.
she accomplishes the end by gulpin
down her feelings bottling up her
My Item Friend.
and
Return
emotions. I he tire of her nature she
Philadelphia
Alexander Btnton who lives oi
seeks to restrain from bursting out
Rural Route 1, Fort Kdward. N. T.
Yet for all this she does not lease tin
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery 1.
liy :
audience without true realism.
my best earthly friend. It cured m
$59.25
lailk'll, a smile or a shall;: of tlx
of asthma six years ago. It has al-that she has sui
performed a wonderful cure of if.
Ticket on
Julv 11. 12 and 13. shoulder, she shows
acknowledges defeat.
lipient consumption for n.y son's It, 'turn limit July 23rd. i:y depositing ri ndeied and
wife. The first bottle ended the ter this ticket and paying- II It may be to Ueoltfe Arllss, whom to see Is eve,'
be reminded of his superb acting
rlble cough, and this accomplished extended to leave Philadelphia up to In
tae role of Lord Steyn, in "Becay
the other symptoms left one by one am including July 31st.
sharp, acted the noble Englishman
until she was perfectly well. Dr
Sir Wilfrid, wtih Ills customary grace
Kings New Discovery power ovel
and suppleness.
The delicacy of hU
coughs and colds is simply marvel
Sail Lake Cfy and Return
humor and the ease of his acting have
ous." So other remedj has eve
always
commanded
the highest ad
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by al
miration of theater-goer- s
the country
druggists.
50c and 11.00. Trial but
$31.95
over.
tio free.
As John Kurslake, John Mason ha
Tickets on sale June 1, S, and 4, re a ride admirably suited to his talents.
w do it right. Rort;n dry. Im- turn
thirty
days
limit
from
of
date
This excellent player looked the part
perial Laundry Co.
sale.
through and through.
In fuct, all
o
through the play It was hard to real- V. JTi'r 4 r o prvrif
V
"
'I
I'v: c'-'f
46-4-

New

Occidental Life Building-- , Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

FISKE

V
m

HOW Til FY STAND.

The HIGHLAND

MRS.

GIANT OVERALL

W1IKKK TIIKY PLAY TODAY

ADMISSION 50 CENTS

-

m

so. imir.

BALL

Traction Park

Toilet Accessories
wAXTKn.
ii
.HELP WANTED--I-f
that is your
erylng need, a want ad in The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employe.

.y

Tin r:sivv.
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EVENING

Rheumatism
I hsvs found s triad and tected cure for Rhen.
rnttti.ml Not a remedy tint will (trsishteii the
dmtorusl llmU of chronic cripple, nor turn bony
twet to H.ti kuU). Tht in liniuwiiible.
frowtln
hut 1 can dow umljr kill lbs palu and psiigt ol
tbis deplorable di-- .
bi Uernwnr with
Cbexnlft In the Citr of
with
IWmUkdt
I louiid tha but Insredietit
which Dr. Hhoop Hheumstio Kaiuisijr wh mude
W ithout
k perlxrted. 1. peiijuule prescription.
Inst UuX incredltiul, 1 uoeMufully treated many,
Bony
Hhtxunaliuni but now. at lart. it uiiU
funulj run all aurable iwm of thift heretofore
UiUch drxded dtaman. Thnae tanj llke granular
nulat. found In kheumatir blood eemUdijl
and paw awaf under lha actum ol inu remedy as
trtwljr a dowa lusar when added to pure watur.
And then, when diaaolvtsJ, tlicae poiaunou
ISM
lively paaa from Ilia yatxiu, and the tauaa of
JthauinaUain la (oue forever. There It now no
real need no actual eicuae to uflur longer without help. V a wli. and lu ooutideuue nxxuauioul

hhiI

Dr. SIiood's
Rheumatic Remedy

j

PROPOSALS FOR m iLDlNMS. De
partment of the interior, ofnee of
Indian affairs. Washington. I). C, Slay
Sealed proposals plainly
l.t. ISO 7.
marked on the outside of the sealed
envelope, "Proposals
for Buildings,
Kxten.-lnn- ,
Navajo
Arizona." and
to
Commissioner
addressed
the
Affairs,, Washington,
Indian
I
until
C will lie received
2
p. in., on June
"i.
1:107, for
furnishing materials and labor necessary to construct and complete certain school buildings, etc., on the Navajo (Extension, Arizona, In strict accordance with plans. specifications
and instructions to bidders which may
be examined at this office, the oflio-of the 'Improvement Bulletin," Minneapolis. .Minn.. 'Construction News."
Chicago, 111., "American Contractor,"
Chicago. III.; "Citizen," Albuquerque.
New Mexico, "Arizona
ltepubliean,"
Phoenix. Arizona, Builders and Traders' F.xchanges, St. Paul. Minn.,
.Minn.. una 111, Nehr., Northwestern .Manufacturers Association,
St. Paul, .Minn, Builders Kxehange.
Dnrango. Colo., and Iaih Angeles, California, the Indian Warehouses, Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha.
Nt br., San Francisco. Cal., and al the
ofllce of the Additional Farmer.
For
further information address Joseph
Maxwell,
F.
Farmer,
Additional
l.eiipp. Ariz.. li Canyon Diablo. C,
F. LAIiUAIlKK, acting commissioner.
.

1

s

Clinniherlaln's
Colic.
Cholera itiii
Diarrhoea ISemttly.
There is probably no mertuin
made that Is relied upon with more
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Dlarthoe
Remedy. During the third of a cen
fury In which It has been in use, people have learned that It Is the one
remedy that never falls. When reduced with water and sweetened It I
pleasant to take. For sale by al

druggie.

k

0
4

2
0

Criger;

and

Boston

5
8

3

8

3

Philadelphia
4
4
8
Batteries Glaze, Prultt and Shaw;
Waddell and Schreck.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
Chicago
0
6
2
St. Louis
2
5
5
Batteries White, McFarland and
Sullivan; Pelty, Howell and Stephens.
At Washington
11. H. K.
Washington
2
0 6
New York
1
2
2
Blanken-ship;
Batteries Patten
and
Chesbpo. Keefe and Klein.
At Cleveeland
R. II. E.
2
9 14
Cleveland
4
5
6
Detroit
Hess,
Batteries
Joss and Bemis;
Slullln, Eubanks, Selver and Payne.
Western League.
At Denver
R. H. E.
6
Denver
8
2
3
8
2
Pueblo
Batteries Olmstead and Zalusky;
Morgan and Smith.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
1
1
Sioux City
9
0
0 4
Omaha
n
Batteries Newlln and Spies;
and ilondlng.

( hlcago,
Slay 30. Ten months
without a defeat Is the record of
Orville overall. the Chicago Cubs'
premier twirler.
Since Skidoo hay
of last July he had not ibeen on the
wrong side of a game until the Uiants
walloped him. In that time he has
pitched 15 winners and one
tie.
overall was not good enouurn for
Cincinnati.
but was grabbed by
Chance, who saw hjsi possibilities.
His Chicago debut was not encouraging, but the judgment of the Cub
of the biggest pitchers In the major
leagues he looks good for years.

ger to go the limit In our little
set to In the Quaker city. Berger came to me with a hard luck
story and begged me to box him six
rounds.
He said that he was Hat
broke and asked me to help him out,
so I advanced him his forfeit of J250'
and consented to box him, agreeing
not to knock him out. We both had
figured on putting up a scientific encounter In order to get a big purse
on the coast.
"The evening before the contest
Berger and I rehearsed the performance In the stable behind my residence. Every blow was carefully
planned so that each move of the
other could be anticipated, the same
as an actor gives his partner the
cue.
"In 1904 1 also was forced to allow Tommy Burns to stay for six
rounds in Milwaukee, as he positively declined to go Into the ring with
me unless I agreed not to knock him
out.
"The first time that I entered Into
nn agreement to fix a fight was with
Peter Jackson in San Francisco. Thli
really was forced on me and it was
the only time that I consented to
lose to an opponent."
six-rou-

&POKTIXU

Chicago
races.

Is

NOTKS.

planning

for

airship,

James R Keane Is regarded as
having the winning stable of the year.
Martin Sheridan Is training to enter the walking contests at Jamestown this fall.
t.
Carl Druhot,
Louis Cardinal
pitcher, was driven to cover the first
game he pitched for the Aitoona,
Pa., team.
ex-S-

Peter Duryea Is reported to be contemplating locating In Uermany. Il
R. H. E. ls in the market for brood males t
1 stock a farm he has purchased
7 14
there.
Ra-ga-

At Des SI nines
Des Moines

6
5
9
Lincoln
Batteries
Sillier and Shannon;
Jones and Zlnran.
American Asm-IiIoii- .
At Kansas City:
Kansas City, 0;
Slllwaukee, 5.
At .Minneapolis:
Minneapolis, 13;
St. Paul. 4.
At Toledo:
Toledo, 5; Indianapo-

lis, 8.
At Columbus:
ville, 0.

Columbus, 4;

O'BRIEN LEAOS

Louis-

IN

Joe Kelly,
mji.iger,
game which gave his Toronto team
the lead of the Eastern league.

got two hits in four times up in the

Since Sam Langford has made a
showing in England. Tom O'P.ourke
has offered him a match with Joe
Jeanette, another colored fighter.
Harry Lewis,
who
killed
with a knockout blow, was
whipped by Jimmy (Jardner at Denver. The winner of the bout claims
he has Hans' promise for a tight.
SBk-War-

d

What wins games for the Chicago

FAKIRS OF FIGHTS White Sox? Host, n made eight, hits
In a recent game, and so did Chicago.

San Francisco, Cal., Slay 27.

In a

signed statement Jack O'Brien,
e
Beau Brumniel of the prize
ring, makes acknowledgement
of
many fake fights in which he had
indulged, including bouts upon which
suspicion hail never before rested. In
making his "confession"
O'Brien
urges extenuating circumstances, saying he was unable to get fights unless
he agreed to fake. Consequently he
faked and. admitting it. tars others
with the same brush. Even Bob
Is implicated.
In going into
details of the Burns-O'Brie- n
fiasco,
the Philadelphia!! makes Burns and
Slci'arcy. the Los Angeles promoter,
share the blame. He admits that the
battle In Philadelphia with
Berger was a frameup. .arranged with
a view to another meeting on the
coast. o'Brien'.s tights with Hugo
Kelly. Joe Wilcott ;.nd Young Peter
Jackson were all fakes, he say.
After reviewing the two litirns-g- o
s back to
O'lirieii Ii, nils, n'lhien
ot her lights, saying:
"1 did consent to allow Sam Ber- erst-whil-

Fitz-simmo-

six-rou-

to

But the

0.

White Sox won,

SI. Paul has gotten over being defeated by Cincinnati for the honor
of holding
the American Bowling
congress tournament in inns, and has
already organized eight teams to attend the meet.

In

of the first 25 gam-- s
played Urifiith ctiu.it:- -) h'.s
pitchers during the game.
Jack Harper has been se::t back
H- to Chicago by Columbus.
failed
to get in shape lo pitch.
15

New-Yor-

The Washington National.- - are disrupted.
The
cl.r.m that
.Manager Joe Cantillon is re. easing
them to his minor league trims a:
Sllnneapnlis and lies SI,, iocs t
strengthen them. The players
they may appeal to the na:n'.,al
Our HOCiH DHT woi rmn'i have
over In. peri,. Laun-

to be .as).ea
dry Co.

DON'T TALK BACK TO THE UMPIRE
(By Stuart Maclean.)
When you play In a ball game, there are things you never mut
Don't Ket mad at the bleachers because they are down on yoi.
Don't be sore on your own team, if they happen i,, . i,nil.ss.
But whatever else you do, for goodness sake don't d i Ihi-- ;
Don't talk hack to the umpire.
Don't have an argument ;
Don't express your opinions.
Don't get belligerent;
Don't try to be insulting.
Don't tell him what to do;
Don't talk back to the umpire.
For he can lalk back to you.

When you swing at a bad one, don't :ril your teeth Ii rate;
Don't ny your grand-tan- d
unties, you're not on the vaudeville s!
lose all hope of winning when one inning has gone ami.-.- -.
But whatever else you do do, for goodness sake don't do this:
Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

'

talk back to the umpire,
let your temper rise;
wave your hand in circles.
throw dirt In his eyes;
shakt your bat in anger,
make an Idle boast; .,..
' "' l
'
--

4
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Will

TAFT

ALBUQUERQUE

Ii07.

j AUbmaqun

A

1RI
Easy Sledding
by Letting Ohio
Foraker.
En-dor-

List Compiled May

se

AIL

REPUBLICANS AGREE
Buckeye Ctnvention Will Be Held
During Summer and Charles
Will Put Up for It.
The
made up us between
the republican factions ill Ohio, and
tlie country will have to admit that
it never before had a presidential as
pirant quite JiRe William Howard
Taft. Secretary Tuft could be assur
ed of the delegation from his home
Ktate and that Ohio republicans would
loyally support his candidacy would
he but consent that at the time of his
Foraker also
endoi senient .Senator
should be endorsed for reelection to
the I'nited Slates senate. Hut to this
Taft will not aeree. He has decreed
that the presidential endorsement
Khali be an lsue separate unto itself,
and Ihiit the future of Senator For-ftkshall be left for later determi
nation.
To the outside observer this would
seem to be u suicidal policy; but
there must be back of it some Htrong
impelling motive. As to what that
motive is. the public has not authori
but it has a rignt
tative
to guess. The theory accented gen
erally In Washington already has
been pointed out in this correspond
ence. It is that a compact has been
entered
into by Taft. President
Theodore
Congressman
Koosevelt.
Burton and Congressman Nicholas
Longworth, the latter the president's
whereby in return for ad
ministration support of Taft, both
Senator Foraker and Senator Dick
are to be retired from public life and
be succeeded in the senate by Con
gressnian Longworth and Congress
man Hurton. Can this program be
carried out. not only will it gratify
the ambitions of Congressmen Long-wort- h
and Burton, but it 'vlll enable
the score
Mr. Koosevelt to even
Foraker,
who has been his most
with
fearless and caustic critic within the
republican party.
The understanding In Washington
today is that the Taft people will
force the calling of a state conven
tion in hto sometime during the
coming summer for the purpose of
to the
giving official expression
state's presidential preference. The
Is
no
doubt
Taft people claim there
that a great majority of Ohio republicans favor Taft's nomination, but
thev want an official expression of
this preference by some body author
rlzed to speak for the Ohio republi
can party, because without It they
can make little headway securing
delegates In other states.
The estimated cost of holding
state convention is about 1150,00th
Under the circumstances, this cost
could not be paid from any funds
there might be in the party treasury
nor can the money be raised through
the usual method of assessing candidates for office, because there will be
no candidate except Secretary Taft.
The casli will have to come from
some outside and Independent source,
and the only source now in sight Is
millionaire brother,
the secretary's
Charles p. Taft. the Cincinnati edi
tor. Editor Taft is abundantly able
to advance the $150.(100 and no doubt
will cheerfully do so. as he Is very
ambitious that there shall be a presb
dent in the family.
WiifhtiiKton.
isue has been

L).

C.

May
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Improvements

311-13--

residence, Copper Avenue, between 7th and 8th
Streets
W. R. Whitney, residence, 302 South Walter Street
Congregational Mission, south of city
W. II. Booth, residence. 701 West Coal, six rooms
Armory for N. M. N. G. Money for Armory has been appro
priated, the city to furnish site
D. AVelnman,

10,000.00
10,000.00
8.000.00
8,000.00

flats, Marble Avenue,

V. Anson,

6

6,000.00

O. Chsdbourne,

residence,

6

rooms

..

6.000.00
4,000.00

'.

The verv best investment in the city

4,000.00

P. G. Sanchez, residence, North 11th Street, 8 rooms
E. W. Fee, residence, 614 West Coal Avenue
Michael, two stories, South Second Street between Atlantic and
Pacific Avenues
Frank Ackerman, Forrester Tlace, two houses, 5 rooms each....
Name withheld by request residence, western part of town, seven
rooms
Improvement on Rosenwald Block, corner Third street and Cen- tral Avenue
S. N. Balling, storage and bakery, 1st Street, between Gold and
Silver Avenues, two stories
Jones, residence. North High Street, between Central Avenue
and Copper Avenue, 7 rooms
L. H. Ingley, residence, 913 North 2nd Street, 5 rooms
N. Framton, residence, North High Street, S rooms
John T. Snowbrldge, residence, Forrester Place, E rooms

4,000.00

50 Beautiful Resident Lots
$25 to $150 Each

4,000.00
3,600.00

Only $10 Down; Balance $5 Month
No Interest. No Taxes.

3,500.00
3,600.00

Remember We Will Only Sell 50
Lots at These Prices.

3,000.00
8,000.09
2,300.00
1,900.00
1,800.00
$555,100.00

Total

7,600.00

HEIGHTS

E, 000.00

O. Bachechl, residence. North 2nd, between Grand Avenue and
Marquettp, 9 rooms
M.

UNIVERSITY

6.000.00

room fiats
Store building Central Avenue, two stories; name and location
withheld ...
Fair and Company, modern slaughter house, south of city

A.

Way

Under

Mow

1907, by D. K. B. Sellers. Secretary University Heights Improvement Company

$150,000.00
Santa Fe Tie Pickling Plant, south of city
J 00,000.00
V. S. Government and rostoffice Building. 4th and Go! J
beSanta Fe V. M. C. A. and Heading Rooms, Central Avenue,
60.000.00
tween 1st and tracks
Luna and S'.rickler Block, office and store building. Second and
40.000.00
Copper, three stories and basement, 80x130 feet
grocery,
Gross, Kelly and Company, wholesale
Central Avenue
and railroad tracks; main building, two stories. 80x100 feet;
30,000.00
warehouse, one story, 40x400 feet; approximate cost
A. W. Anson, terrace, 4th and Marble, four houses, T rooms
23.000.00
each
Copper,
building,
three
3rd and
C.radl Building, office and store
18,000.00
stories and basement. COxSO feet
Mann Pullding. office and stores, Copper Avenue, between 2nd
and 3rd. two stories and basement 60x142 feet; approximate
10,000.00
cost
Street,
two
and
Building.
stories
3rd
Xorth
Garcia
10.000.00
basement 100x100 feet
J. Loeb, residence, 2nd and New York Avenues, 10 rooms...... 10,000.00

tnun.

Forges Aluead

erquiie
Building

$555,000.00

He Could Have

10

CITIZEN.

NOT

AGREE TO

THIS

EVENING"

University Heights Imp. Go.
OFFICE,

rREE

ROOM

9,

CROMWELL

BLOG.

Opposite first National Bank.
AUTOMOBILE TO THE PROPERTY

know-ledge-

WANTED Position as Job compositor in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can ftlve best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.

WE LOST IN THE FIRST

son-in-la-

BUT WE MAY STILL WIN"

Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note It Is made alone for Piles,
and Its action Is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
plies disappear like magic by its use.
glass Jars 50c
Large nickel-cappe- d
Sold by all dealers.

This Is the Statement of Arizona's Most
Eytinge
Remarkable Murder-Lo- uis
May Not Live Through
Another Trial.

o

Subscribe for The ferenmg Citizen

Enjoy

Judge Kent, who Is the chief JusMay
30.
"I ran
Ariz.,
Tucson
away from Phoenix because I was tice of the supreme bench, sentenced
get
Kytinge
me
to life imprisonment in ...e
would
officers
the
afraid that
for forgery. I did not murder John territorial penitentiary either in YuEytinge.
ma or Florence.
Lelcht.
never uttered a sound.
This was the statement made Sun
counday afternoon in the Maricopa
He more than likely realized
ty Jail by Louis V. Eytinge, Arizona's he would meet the grim reaper that
bemost remarkable criminal.
fore he left the Phoenix Jail.
I came to Phoenix for my health.
1 tried to do rieht nere, uut they were
And yet he Is cheerful.
did
after me for forgery and I fled. Iaeaa
"We went down hard for the count
not know that John Leicul was
in the first round, hut the second is
added still to come," he remarked as he lay
until I reached California,"
Kytinge.
on his cot and he gave no Indication
Lying on what will probably prove of being In the leaxt worried over the
I., v. Kytinge sentence of life Imprisonment.
to be his deathbed
gave this interview. tie is so weak
Eytinge' alleged crime was the
that he cannot walk the length of the murder of John Leicht.
an invalid
corridor for exercise.
t.v,
"
" '
. ,
,
.,.,
i
Vet he Is watched as no other prls-- 1
..,..,
,.,,.- oner has ever been watched, for feher- i..,
Hi.,r.,..o,..i
V,
. ,
iff Carl Hayden is determined that
uH
.
his prisoner shall not end his life by
wpr
f.
suicide.
by Governor Kibbey and Slier
Kvtinge was tried and convicted for fered
iff
Hayden.
Eytinge
was
finally
Carl
by a Jury of
first degree murder
Maricopa citizens. He was Uerenuea captured in California.
"Guilty?
Certainly
Eytinge Is
CLOGGED
of the leading'
PATENT OFFICE by Judge Maker, one
Nothing guilty?" remarked a Phoenix busiattorneys of the territory.
"IHdn't we hunt with
was left undone to aid Eytinge. Nev- ness man.
from ten to thirty men every day beertheless he was convicted of murder
re-NEEDS REFORM AND MAN
we
found
Jury
fore
the body of the poor
i
in the first degree and the
fellow who was killed."
commended life Imprisonment.
TO DO IT

,,,

TORRANCE
Washington, May 30. Edward B
the new commissioner of pa
tents. Is a man with a Job. He must
reform the patent office. This is the
program of Secretary Garfield, who
has confidence in Moore's ability to
do the reforming.
The trouble Is that the wheels are
clogged. Application to the number
of K'.r0 are heaped up, and more
are rolling In every day. The patent
officials keep pegging away, but
every day sees them a little farther
Moore,

COUNTY

3: McKlnley
uel 1.

Valencia 1; San

Snceeisortto

MEUNI & EAKIN, and IACHECHI at QIOMI.
WMOLK0ALK DCALCR IN

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Wa

FOU

fastidious bar

S. MITCH FIX Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

and JOn?f

Los Angeles, California

R

Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

NEW PERFECTION

eoeoooeooooooooo

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov-e
is the improved oil stove the nelp oil stove.
te
iil every particular. Lighted instantly. Gives the hottest flame produced by
any stove. Made with one, two, and three
burners. Every stove warranted. Write our
nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

Up-to-da-

BARNETT,

Ptop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH
1

t20

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A MO
CLUB ROOM

EXCURSION

7;

OPEN

Finest Whiskies

oeooeoooooiOsBoaaHjki

Rd&bLAAV

Is tha best lamp
The total number of original homestead entries entered recorded since
for all-rouLEADS January 1, Is 1,101, acres entered
STILL
Made of brats
um.
household
bbb
166.064.
Final 61. acres entered
throughout and beautifully nickeled. Perfectly condesert 79; acres entered 12.334.
The total number of all kinds of
structed ; absolutely safe ; unexcelled la light-givin-g
entries since January 1, is 9,772,
Ofliiv Itccortls
l nltiil States laimlValley
power; an ornament to any room. Every lamp war186,2
95.
acres entered
to b- a
Show lOslancia
Mecca for lloineMoadcr.
ranted. If not at your dealer's, write to our nearest
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
agency.
Santa Fe, N. M.. May 30. Tor- Colo., May 20, 1907.
Sealed proCONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
rance county continues to be the
posals In triplicate, subject to usual
(InoorporatadJ
for homesteaders a total of
conditions, will be received here and
original homesieaj entries hav at otlice of Post Quartermaster until
ing been recorded at the local L'nited 11 a. m.. May 31, 1907. for furnishing
States land office between the lath at Ft. . Wlngate, N. M , one million
and 20th of May. San Miguel coun- pounds oats, during the fiscal year oeOeX5eOeoe3e0OeoeX)oeK)e0(
ty is second and Guadalupe county ending June 30, 19D8. Proposals for
third, while the other counties of the quantities less than the whole requirdistrict come in for a small share of ed, or for delivery at points other
SEASON IS NOW
new settlers.
the one named, will be enterFrom May 10th to May 20fh a total than
S.
right
reserves
V.
to
the
tained.
of 159 original homestead entries; 10 accept or reject any or all bids or
final homestead entries, and 20 desWe now oMrat the IVcos lUincli (formerly the Sparks ranch)
thereof.
Information furert land entries have been recorded any part
at tlie liriuluau-- r of tlie lVuoa river, w here we can accommodate
nished on application here or at office
at the local land office.
fifteen gueMH.
Envelopes
of Post Quartermaster.
The business in detail follows:
Kiio4a at Tlie Valley Ranch.
We can accommodate twenty-fiv- e
"Proposals
at
to
for
be
oats
marked
159;
Original homestead
entries
Will send our waonn to meet any train at Glorlcla, if notified by letFt. Wlngate." C. A. H. McCALLEY,
carry
comfortably parties of any
acres entered 26.248.
to
prepared
telegraph.
Are
ter or r
entries Chief l. M.
The original homestead
uimlH-to any and all Minto on the river. Write for rates.
o
were divided among
the various
AddreHH letter to 1'ecoa.
S. M.. IVIcgrams addressed to US at
Rest couches, felt mattresses, child's
counties of the district as follows;
Glorieta will be telephoned to nit without delay.
Torrance 51: San Miguel 37: Gua- rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and
dalupe 23; Santa Fe 10; San Juan 8; book cases are among the new arriv- 2
als for the week at Futrelle's FurnitHernallllo 6; Taos 5; Mora 5; McKlnley 4; Socorro 4: Colfax 3; Valencia 3. ure Emporium, corner Second street
0330900KmOOKm09Q90909Q
eX3eX3eX)eOeX)OO0X)O0K)aK)eX3a)O
Final homestead entries 10; acres and Coal avenue.
entered 1.600.
Ilert-ranwere
Surgeons
Veterinary
entries
Charles
The final homestead
J. J. Hongendobler, and C. L. 0K)e0Oe00OeDe0OaVMrO0
divided among tile various counties
00oe3eX5a)00Oa)OaKDOeX50
government
Slullz, of Albuquerque,
of the district as follows:
Tor2;
5;
sheep and cattle inspectors, arrived
liernulillo
San Miguel
In Koy, N. M.. Friday to look over
rance 1: Guadalupe 1: Mora 1.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Desert land entries were divided the held. They report Mora county
among the counties of the district as sheep to be un'isually free from scab.
m.
. HALL, fro0rl0tor
follow s:
Ir. Hongendobler will supervise the
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft
San Juan R; Torrance 5; Guadalupe dipping there.
Columns and Iron
Ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal;
Fronts for Buildings.
Bpaolalty
sropmlro on Mining and Mill Machinery
Is an ordeal which all
Albuquerque. N. la.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
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The St. Elmo

It

THE TROUT

the

The Hollenbcch Hotel

The lritclien work

Mig-

k0p vryihing la Heck to outfit
oomploto
atott

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fer Je. .
Schllts, Wm. Letup and St Loula A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other atandard branda of whiskies to numeroue to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the straight article as received by us from the best laorloa.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United 8tat a. Call aad lntpoot ear
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalofuo and Priee Uat.
Issued to dealere only.

1

that must be done
14
this summer will be lessened, your fuel expense
reduced, and your kitchen cooler, if you use a

Chan. Meltni,
erctarj:
O. BscheckJ, Treuvex.

Consolidated Liquor Company

This stove will not
overheat the room.

,i

2;

VANN'S NEW FOUNTAIN
REAL COLD D KINKS.

3. D. Eakin, President.
O. Oloml, Vice President.

A. C. RIXICKE

;'- T"h
areatin .,,,

IS APPOINTED

a

DenChief Quartermaster,
May 27, 1907. Sealed protriplicate will be received
at office of the Post Quaruntil 11 a. m June 12,
furnishing 2.000,000 pounds
of New Mexico Anthracite Coal, required during the HVcal year ending
June 30, 1908. at Fort Bayard. New
Information furnished on
Mexico.
application here or at oflices of reEnspective post quartermbasters.
velopes to be marked "Proposals for
C.
H.
Bayard."
A.
Fuel at Fort
Chief Q. M.

Office

ver, Colo.,
posals In
here and
termaster,
1907. for

-T-

O-

Colorado

Announcement
Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
and Heating
Standard
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.

And Principal Eastern Points

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

via

On Sale Dally
June 1st to Sept. 30th

THE VALLEY RANCH

d,

Edward H. Moore. Who Has a Job of
Reforming on His Hands.

behind. That inventor is a lucky d g
these days who can get his final papers
of a yar. The closing
process has been going on for a long
time, and the leas. in for it is as plain
women approach with
as dayl::ht.
indescribable fear, for
it. i iu-- e of the neglect
of con.
nothing compares with
gr-- s.
one great Institution f r
recofli-.the genius of the Amerl- the pain and horror of
a
Into
is degenerating
tan 1"
child-birtThe thought
f r apprentices.
sell
The majority
ot
'l: u fellows who enter the pa-'- .- of the suffering and danger ia 6tore for her, robs the expectant mother
tent
have their eves w ide open
of the coming event, and casts over her a
to thr f t that no great future is in of all pleasant anticipations
be shaken off. Thousands of women
cannot
which
of
gloom
shadow
a
store f
few
thetii there. After
'. this lillet scientific InstitU-ar- e have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
...!the tie
enabled l k out and confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to lile of mother
high us 1 10. inin t
make
l.uuv
to all women at the
and child. This scientific liniment is a god-ben- d
a year n private practice.
pal examiners in the patent time of their most critical trial.
i'n:;.
does Mother's Friend
Not
only
.
t j jr,.iiiMi per year
'
d
child-birth- ,
but its use
t ie
i.uy of a congressman, and the carry women safely through the perils of
me
coming
for
the
event,
prevents 'morning
the
l
atent
avei
system
examiner knos three gently prepares
tildes
much as the average memsickness, and other disber 'f
i'. ill
rigures that Mo. ire Is a comforts of this period.
good m. ii to ti. klc the big reform
Sold by all druggists at
e he knows the patent ofJ.ili
ner bottle. liook
He has developed ti.nn
fice like a book.
9
fTJ)
For 22 years he has been containing valuable information free.
in it
climbing up tha ladder until The Bradfield Regulator Co.,
Ll&
Ca.
Atlanta.
O
Iilassistant commissioner.
iii.-iii- e

0XexQtXf)oaxeDoeoa)000
il

1)

0X)exoecoeyjaoexecOO)0
Phone No. 482

North I'lrst Street.
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DIAMOND

'P

3

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

COAL

Genuine American
block, per
ta.&d
ton
tt.&O
Cerrlltos Lump
Anthracite Nut
'....$8.50
Sor
mixed
$.M
Any mther who has had experience Aniliraclte
store .and .furuaoe
with tills distressing ailment will be Anthracite,
se.ea
sixes
pleaded to know that a cure may be
M.04
Clean Gas Coke
affected by applying - naniDeriaui
WOOD.
us
a
mon
the child is done
Salve
nursing Wipe It oft with a soft cloth Green MU1 Wood, per load. . .
before allowing the babe to nurse.
Manr trained nurses use this salve
W.
with the
result. For sale by
Both f'houe.
all druggists.

..
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Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

X'T.

j

su-adil-

NOTICE TO COXTTIACTOHS.
The Board of County Commission
ers of McKlnley county. New Mexico,
will receive sealed proposals for the
erection and completion of a court
house and jail building, to be erected
In Gallup, New Mexico.
Bids to be
submitted separately for court house
and Jail.
A certified check far five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to a.xsure the good
faith of the bidders.
Proposals will foe received up to 4
3rd.
o'clock p. m., Monday, June
1907, at the oilk-- of the clerk of the
board. Plans und specifications can
be seen at the office of J. K IaDilere,
Albuquerque. N. M., or at the clerk's
olfice iii Uallup.
Thfl board reserves the right to
any or all bMs.
F. W. MEYERS.
Clerk of the Board of County Com
missioners, Gallup, New Mexico.

Koutliwc!'rii Breivery
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"ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING EDITOR

"Just go out and watch th'e grass
grow, writes an enthusiastic corres
pondent. That's all right but be sure
and take an umbrella, rubber boots.
rain coat, a life preserver or a bathing suit.

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN T1IE SOUTHWEST.
LEAPING REPCDLICAN TATEK IN NEW MEXICO.
ALJlUQUEJtQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.

REPUBLICAN PIUNCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REIORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
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St. Louis has sent

a scientist to the
southwest to study snakes. Most St.
ixiuis people, who visit the southwest succeed In collecting a eood
supply of bad snakes before leaving
for home. Perhaps this has some
thing to do with the Investigation.
D

tffic nation's Honored Dead
C'DAY is Decoration day the occasion upon which the nation honors
The day is beits pallnnt done.
ing fittingly observed in Albuquerque.
It is unUiue. this memorial
day of our. No where upon earth

to there a day like It.
Other nations have had their wars and their
heroes but no other nation has
hurled the memory of bitter war
with the bodies of its soldiers and
allowed to live, as have we of
America, only the memory of the
gallant dec tlx.
Year after year, decade after
decade, the memory of our soldier
dead is kept green In the hearts of
of our people even to our school children.
This day Is an indissoluble part of our national life part and parcel
of our country and our history.
It keeps alive the spirit that makes patriots and at the same time
does not aggravate the old sores of an awful civil war.
Today, all over our country, flowers are strewn alike upon the graves
of the blue and gray although at one time, the day was in honor of the
blue. Nothing better Illustrates the spirit which the day holds for all
honor the memory of our country's dead: the dead of the great United
States in which there now exists no Mason and Dixon line, no blue and
no gray.
The dark, dark days are but dim memories but the valor of the men
ho faced death for principle, lives even after their human forms have
returned to the dust from which they came.
The ranks of the army both the blue- and the gray daily grow thin
The veteran who today strews flowers upon the graves of his com
Tier.
rades, may when the next decoration day rolls around, sleep in the great
cantonment from whence no bugle call will bid him rise to arms.
Decoration day is purely one of sentiment. All attempts to make It
aught else have failed. It has nothing but reverence for the honored dead
All over a great country, the veterans of war, fall into lino and march
slowly, feebly, again, to the sound of the drum.
I!ut their hands bear not
arms. The musket and the sabre have given place to the flower and the
Hag. The only reminder of the old days of war, are the battered uniforms
and the old campaign hats of solemn black.
And it is good that It is so. When the first memorial days were
it was feared the old antagonism of civil strife would alone be
perpetuated.
But the men who were not afraid to die for the cause they
espoused, were true men.
The same spirit that moved them to fight to the
last ditch, made them forgive and forget when the war was over.
Today there Is no "Yank" and there is no "Reb." A few more years
and it will be so 1n reality. The old veterans are fast passing to the great
beyond. But though the day will come when there are no longer either
blue or gray to answer the bugle call, here below, their memory will be
perpetuated In the hearts of their countrymen through the annual observance of decoration day.
These veterans of our both the blue and the gray were men'of a
stuff such as the world had never seen before. When the great civil strife
was over those, of the country who took forethought, who knew the history of peoples, who had studied the phenomena of population, looked with
foreboding on the coming deluge. They recalled that after the Napoleonic
wars France was alive with beggars and cripples, that the end of the
hlrty years' war filled Germany with marauding bands of musketeers, that
the close of the Italian wars made Italy unsafe for travel. The newspapers
began to warn and advise. Police departments increased their force. The
governors of many states asked the war department for troops to keep the
disbanded soldiers in order. Yet by November 800.000 men had been disbanded and nothing had happened. The men seemed to disappear; what
bad become of them?
As a matter of fact, the men had gone to work. The soldier of 1865
did not ask to be coddled. He was a manly, matter-of-faindividual,
who, having done his best at fighting, and having enjoyed it for the most
part, came home, .the Job done, with one idea In his mind to get another.
He had not begun to estimate how much the country owed him; he had
no stomach for sentiment, and he wanted work. He took off his coat, hung
up his knapsack and musket and went out to "hunt a Job." With the same
steadfast bravery with which he faced battle upon the field of war, the
soldier looked into the future of civil life and he met its greater .trials
with the Rime heroism.
There is no occasion to gush over the veteran. The country is too
much, Inclined to gush as it Is. But the simple services of the memorial
day are a beautiful example of a nation's gratitude.
It Is a fine sentiment it is a proper day It is good that it is observed It is to be hoped that it will ever be kept sacred to the memory
of men of whom there were no better the soldiers of the blue and the
soldiers of the gray.
ct

Hats off to William Russell, of Omaha! When Mr. Russell refuses his
wife's request for money with which to purchase a new spring hut and was
summoned to police court on the charge of
he raised a test
question of abnorbing interest to every married man in the country. When
sked why he had declined to advance the funds for a spring hat which
should be in keeping with his wife's social position and mode of life,
he replied somewhat heatedly:
"I wouldn't buy no spring hat because
there ain't been no spring." Eliminating the double negatives of his retort, due to the pardonable agitation of the defendant, one cannot but appreciate the logic of his plea. Without spring weuther the spring hat is
an anomaly. It is gratifying to know that the Just Judge took the same
View Of the matter and pronounced the defendant's honorable discharge.
rt

Passenger train No. 2 on the Santa
Fe broke in two as it was leaving Albuquerque today. This Is the way the
report came In:
Number two broke In two,
Knew what to 6X,
Did it, too,
Uolng through,
Adieu!
You "can talk about old Noah's Ark.
And the forty days of rain.
And the whole earth filled with water.
A regular waterv main.
Hut down here in New Mexico,
The way those ralii drops fell,
It looked Just like we all would have
A bltrger yarn to tell.
Springtime clothes are packed away,
But this sign tells the tale.
It's in every merchant's window, Just
Good rubber boots for sale.
A little Albuquerque boy and a lit
tle Albuquerque girl, who live neigh- Dors, went to see the
"New York
Idea" last evening with their nnrents.
Today they were playing together as
usual wnen suoueniy a noise of words
were heard. . The mothers came out
to see what had happened and found
the little girl at one end of the porch
malting iaces at me little Doy at the
other end of the porch. The little
boy had "struck an attitude"
and
his face pictured scorn personified.
"Mary, stop making faces at Fred,
It isn't polite." said one fond mother.
The little girl ceased Just long enough
to say: "Ah, 1 don't mean it we're
only playln" divorce."

a

"Utile Drops of Water."
Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand,
Make a lot of trouble,
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Germany

and Jjpan
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I'nited S!;i'b

. mi.,
Xhlli....i...
I'niiippintH,

the next ureal i.r will l.e
the 1'iiited Static
tli
I'liilipplneK.
No Anierkaii really he:ieven thai ihe
will ever have to whip Japan ami tin- luestion of ihe
..
!y wants the
eoieieu imo n at mi. ir Japan
l.e will have to do is to ask for them. Tiny ale a bargain.

U nure

v.

in

......

'iht

...

man ha been srnt to the penitential y from I'inia
Arison
r ieaini6 i ao ntc.no laus. it is not Muled whet hi r the f.u.s were in
operation when he M.Oe them. At any rale, he will take rank with the
traditional thief tw tUle a led hot Move.

BRYAN

ORAIOR

FINE FURNITURE

jj

Norfolk, Va., May 30. William J.
Bryan was the orator of the day at
the celebration of "Patrick Henry
day" at the Jamestown exnositlon.
"Taxation Without Representation
Is Tyranny" was his subject.
TEX

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

.

AS,

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

BY STORM

Albuquerque, New Mex.
THEATRE

ELKS

Starting

Thursday
3 NIGHTS
MAY

Extra Matinee

Decoration

30

WHEN YOU BUY A

Day

John C. Fisher

CHICKERING
WHITSON MUSIC GO,,

The Silver Slipper
Tliurstluy Night.

up from Aldershnt camp .n
2H, was picked up by a fisbi.ig
in Ihe Kng-lis- h
smack this mor,i-n,The. fate of the
channel.
men Is not known.
M-i-

A

r

S

f

Friday Night.
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WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
. Liberal contracts and good territory In New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers, Cammerclal Club building.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Eggs 11.50 pert setting. Rose comb.
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
I. E. Pauley, Estancla, N. M.

The Wizard of the Nile
Saturday Nl$;lit.

Each Production Carried
Complete

I
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CREAM and!
GOFF'S,
CORNER)
RAILROAD. AVhl

,1

..

.

mZ

i

well.

75c to $2.00

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
Seals nil jilc at Matron's
day ut 8 a. in.

GOOD

TISME

oooooooocooo
v The Albuquerque
Hatters

Hats Cleaned and lilocketl In
any styles Punamas a Specially
Clothing
Men m
Fi-ir- c
Cleaned and PrcssMl.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

Corner
3rd St.&G old A vc.

A roeilu :'l expert dec lares that "unut tiiinably the ability to digest
food prompts many suicides." From published repnrt it uin;lit be Inferred that inability tu get food to diii M aiso does cu.islil.-- i a ble prompting of
that kind.

That Vassar t. il who fcuieteded in putting Ihe Miot thirty fe,t the
day huM won plaudits right and left, but the average man who is
lor u wife will prefer the girl who can put hot Llscuit right over the
home plate.
Hince President

i:oo.evelt ha been presented wilh a t,o.d card entitling
lilin to free admlvalon to all baseball gamm In 216 cities. It will be afier
for American boy to u.ider stand why o many men aspire to be presldtnt.
hlefc-s- .

lo be regular

V

The
V

in a le Jlolne church, a woman una rendered
iJi-Muliir men are more Jikelv to uar their uk
anenuaiue at church xeivlce
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Pianos opens MONDAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

FORTY

PIANOS

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and REC-ORDWe will be Glad to show YOU ouitock

I

Wlim

208Z Wett

& LINDEMANN,
Cot-l-

V9nue.
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The Square

KZ Established!
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MATTIJUCCI

Itriit clttsA sliocnuiker uiul repairer. Just rcwhed tJiipinent of uevv

S.

to,rsiiHT

1HK CIIILPREN

OP TODAY ARC
T1IK .Mi:X AXI) WOMEN OF

TOMOKKOW.
not Injure their physical nnd
mental well being with Indigestible
bread, Hemember, they fcmw
when fed best. Select a quality het
of
Paddle horse
a freclaltv. Beat bread that you know la mude rl;ht ii.
drlveri In the city. Proprietor! of every way. Under sanitary condition, ot good flour, properiy
j "Sadie,"
the picnic wago.
'
and baked, so ns to be wholesomeml.ea
It V.Ml'KOOK DUOS.
mia
SUB.
U
112 John Street nutritious. l:alliiiRs' brend on
trial
will be found to fulfill evety rtciu

Highland Livery

G

TODAY

Fiione 560.
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MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY PIANO-BUYINOPPORTUNITIES we place before you

Phone 98

Woliie-,- -

TO BUY M PMA7
ued and rented

yp''feijje

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Big Beauty Chorus
Prices

nappy slave. Hurdock Hlood Hitters
on n mi'
i, mi, I health
keeps you

.Meaner

4 Carloads of Scenery

Rl'Y YOIK ICE

CANDY

FOURTH AND
SAVE MONEY,

Runaway Girl

A

'

124 South Second St.

IVoorallon Hay Matinee.

London, May 30. A military
balloon, piloted by Lieut. Caul- field and Lieut. Leake
of the
Royal engineers. which was sent

M

Of all

SONS

If There Is :Ar?.ylfiin$ Dearer To

Florodoro

IX)I XD BIT
BALLOON 1STS LOST.

BALLOON

&

There Are No Better

Dirtct From
5 Months Tour of
Mexico and Cuba

Opera

PIANO

BUY A

Company

The unique picture of two American soldiers garbed in the regulation
blue of the army. In charge of two
colored soldiers clad in khaki uniforms getting off passenger train No.
10 attracted considerable
attention
this morning at the depot.
The two white soldiers are members of the Fifth cavalry, and are
guilty of absence from Fort Wingato
without leave. The colored soldiers
were Corporal Grant of Company
E.
Twenty-fift- h
infantry, and Private
Miller, the same regiment.
When
asked a question regarding the two
prisoners. Corporal tirant said:
"We are simply taking
back
to tort Wlngute. They leftthem
that post
recently, and Monday surrendered
themselves to the commander of Fort
Bliss, Texas. He detailed us
convey them to their own post, towhere
they will probably ibe tried for absence without leave for they did not
huve any Intentions of deserting."
NOTICE.
The summer school session of eight
weeks will be held at the Central
building, beginning June 10,
thos,.
desiring to make up a half for
year or
those who wijsh to make up conditions. Grades 4 to S Inclusive.
ANNA ODJAItO.
day
Suffered
and niirht th tor
ment of itching piles. Nothing helped
me until I used Doan's Ointment. It
cure me permanently."
Him. J.ihn
"
K. Garret,, mayor, Glrard, A,a.

S

Call and Sec Them,

'
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Delegate Attends Ceremonies.
Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
Washington, 1). C, May 30. All
Washington observed Decoration dav.
Wi.h
The departments were all closed and Ceo. E. Mack
thousands of people flocked to the
strong
cemeteries, where services in honor 'canand
of principal
of the dead were held.
Delegate Andrews, accompanied bv
a party of friends, visited Arlington
Presenting
'
cemetery.

RETURNEOJO WINGATE

Strong Block

ooooooooooooocooooc

Ai JAMESTOWN

DAY
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DESERTERS ARE

F. H. STRONG,

OF

Houston, Texas, May 30. A
series of violent storms, electrical and cyclonic in character,
accompanied by successive cloudbursts, swept over Houston and
that vicinfty last night and this
morning.
The country for miles around
Is covered with water.
Railroad traffic is almost completely suspended.
Many houses were wrecked
and washed away by Buffalo
Bayou, which passed all previous records and is still rising.
It is blleed that the conditions are tne worst In this section In the history of Texas.
So far no deaths have been reported.

Along the Rio Grande,
Little dropB of water,
In a steady pour.
Turn the streets to oozy slime,
And make arroyos roar,
Spread the Rio Bravo
out about a mile
And put the A. T. and 8. F.
Out of business for a while,
And when the drops have dried up
Then the little grains of sand.
Get up and tear and split the air,
To beat a German band.
Rut when the clouds have cleared
away.
And the typhoons cease to blow.
See the sheepman's smile that won't
come off,
And the alfalfa grow.

IT'S

Washington, Mav 30. Prosecution
for the recovery of certain public
lands In Oregon, now held bv the
Southern Pacific Railroad company,
will be Instituted bv the mv ern men t
at an early day, and upon the outcome
"'e action hangs the ownership of
millions of acres of valuable territory. This statement was made at
the department of Justice todav:
"The department of
lias for
some time had under Justice
consideration
the question of certain lands held bv
the Southern Pacific Railroad company In Oregon under grants to railroad companies which have been absorbed by the Southern Pnclflc.
A
preliminary report on the matter has
been made by Nathan V. Harlan,
United States attorney, third division
of Alaska, who has been engaged in
the investigation while aibsent from
his post of duty on account of ill
health. Mr. Harlan will now return
to Alaska, and the attorney general
will designate H. I). Townsend, assistant United States attorney at Fargo, N. I)., to carry on the work If Mr.
Townsend can arrange to leave his
official duties for that purpose.
"Senator Ilotirne, of iregon, who
has been an almost dally visitor at
the White House for two monthe, today revealed that his activity is In the
direction of the suit begun against the
Southern Pacific. He said:
"The Southern Pacific originally
got the grant of 6,000,000 acres with
the understanding
that the land
should
be
opened . for
settle$3
per
ment at
acre. Instead of doing
so a great dea of it was sold In larire
parcels for $15 an acre, and the best
part of it withheld from settlement
altogether."

DAMAGED

i.ormvs .i'ti,.v .. riim

"Col. Watleisin is preparing to unveil a candidate for president whom
the democrats can elect. The trouble is tliat the denow ials do not appear
to want any man whom they can elect," says the Charleston News ami
Courier. This !)m ousolale and hopeless note would ordinarily be disloyalty, but as it Is the same throughout the south in the democratic pi s we
take it it may be regarded as pretty good democratic doctrine Just at this
time.

j

Uncle Sam Claims Railroad
Violated Contract-6.000.-0- 00
Acres at Stake.

HOUSTON,

The building of a big pipe line from the Rio Honito to Oarrlzoso by
El Paso & Southwestern railroad to supply pure water fur its engines,
is undoubtedly the solution of a rather vexing question which heretofore
was coiiHidtrtd Impossible. Outside of the fact that it means a whole-lo- t
for Lincoln county, it Is a fine demonstration of how energy, push, ICE CItEAM AT Y ANN'S.
raplui and brains are overcoming the difficulties of the early days in
New Mexico.
The pipe line and it consequent benefits is but another
step In the march of progiess through New .Mexico and the southwest.

the
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When Mary Jane was ten year old
to work shp had to go.
She then could get to work on time
but now she has a beau.

FINELY EQFirPED JOB WEPAKTMENT.

BOOSTING

reported that there Is a company being organized to secvire a
franchise for a boat line on all principal streets of the city,
O
Is It possible that the presence of
nearly one hundred show people in
Albuquerque yesterday had something
to do with the rain?
1

THURSDAY, MAY 80,

HAVE

10 GIVE UP

There is n growing suspicion that
some old Indian has put up a Job on
the rain god.
1
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BEGGAR

SIGN THAT IS UPSIDE ALBUQUERQUE
DOWN

MAKES

ON FIRST

STREET

GOOD

Hish-Gca-

Was Seeing
Things

City-Al-

ms

Conor-Rober-

ts

Furniture

charge of the summer school for the seventh,
eighth, ninth and tenth grade
subjects. Also Spanish. This
Is a most excellent opportunity
to review these subjects or to
make up any subjects In
which you are deficient.
will have

Every
Takers Have
Strong Trust.

It Made This Man Think That The Same Scene

I
de

Willow

MONEY
Mrs.C 0.

He

School

Summer

In

Seated on a low stool at an Albu
querque street corner with a hand organ in her lap and a little plnched- faced boy by her side, tne black-robe- d
woman with black goggles
ground out mournful tunes to atSpecial Rates
tract the notice of the passing public. A black sign with letters paintto those who take up shorted which informed you that the woman was blind and a widow dependhand and typewriting or bookent on charity for her living.
keeping on the scholarship
Is
always the same! In every
it
plan. Write or call at the Licity in the land the same peculiar
black signs with the same kind of
brary building for further Inwhite letters are to be seen. The
formation. Address the
same somber garb: the same bluck
goggles: the same old tin cup which
resounds plaintively when a coin is
tossed Into It; the same wheezy-voice- d
keyed to vibrate the ten"But. as I started to say, In walk- der organ
chord In the human system are
ing down First street I came to the
everywhere. They are typical
Southern Hotel. One of the, stores found
jiiiraiihanalla of the professional begon the ground floor of this buildings gar.
Library Bldg.
unis vacant and has been recently
It matters not If the beggar be
Now remember I
dergoing repairs.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
stricken with St.
don't pretend to be a teetotaler, blind, or. halt or make-up
bears the
Vitus dance, the
neither do I belong to the "Slopover
Club," but, as It happened 1 had a stamp of one official management.
did you come from?" askfew charges of stimulant under my ed "Where
a Citizen reporter of the ibllnd
belt. The seat I engaged on the wa beggar
its Journey after a few minutes' dehas been soliciting alms
who
ter wagon last New Year's wasn't on the city streets
lay. Had the cars broken loose while
few
days.
the
last
I
very solid and fell off some time in
he train was racing along towards
The woman was half sartled at
February, somewhere between Tope- Lamy or LAs Vegas a serious acci
CREAM
The look of the hunted
ka. Kansas, and East Aurora, New the question.
dent might have resulted.
flashed to her eyes for the eyes were
York.
sightless.
The woman peered
The two white soldiers brought
"To continue I glanced at the not
here this morning by Corporal Grant
window of the vacant store and my over the top of her dark glasses and
and Private Miller, of the Twenty-fift- h
senses began to reel. My brain mis answered:
Infantry, were locked up in the
"We came from Phoenix.
cave me and the nerves governing my
She further stated that she had
holdover of the city hurtl at 10 o clock
equilibrium failed in their Tunction. never
They will be taken
been any further east than Athis morning.
I shut my eyes a moment, then opento Fort Wlngate on train No. 1 to
ed them and looked again, i knocked lbuquerque and that she had recent
ly
au
come
California.
She
from
night.
my head with my fist It was no use
The sight was Just the same puzzl- mined that she was not totally buna
Flfl, the pet French poodle dog of
and that her affliction, such as It
ing, unaccountable!
Maddern-Fiskwho
Mrs. Minnie
was,
by
seige
severe
was
of
a
caused
"What I beheld was a sign painted
played here last night, attracted quite
fever.
B.
"E.
Booth.
on the glass which read
a bit of attention about the Alvarado
Can you make a living by beg
The sign was simple and
Tailor.'
yesterday.
The dog can understand
plain when you caught on to the ging?"
languages rJngllsn,
three different
That is all Just a bare living, anil
combination, but it caused me about
was
set
a
adrift
float
beautiful
floral
Italian answering calls
and
French
my
support.
boy
I
to
have
uncomfortable
of
that
three minutes
the Kin Grande In niemoriam of In the three tongues.
The dog Is
IS GIVEN on
It was about six o clock In tne LADY FLORA
woozy-wooz- y
feeling.
those who died fighting the nation's valued by Mrs. Flske at $350.
and many were going home
"That sign is the most unusual evening
returning
sea.
After
at
battles
gavel modeled out of onyx by
from work. In ten minutes time sev
business advertisement for a show en
Ited Men's hall a banquet was serv a The
persons contributed a coin to the
convict at the Arizona prison was
window that I have come across in
corps
for
by
Belief
ed
Woman's
the
cup.
some
nickels,
Some were
not presented to the Knights of Co
IN
a long time. The reason is that It tin
all the veterans and their wives.
were dimes, but there were no pen
lumbus last night, as was erroneously
Is painted upside down, thus:
The ranks of the old soldiers are stated
nies. The amount contributed in that
In the Journal this morning
among
is
seen
thinning:
this
gradually
ten minutes was about fifty cents.
The meeting was postponed on aca
a
hxooh
K.
A.
Albu
G.
in
of
the
members
the
was
sure
best
time
be
To
the
this
count of rain. The presentation will
"At first glance you can see how
CASH
querque. During the last year over be
but
of the davs for
confusing this lit.
made at the next meeting, In two
a hundred thousand veterans of the
the entire day contribu
"How do you suppose that hap throughout
weeks.
milito
were
war
with
civil
rest
laid
not
frequent.
take
It does
pened ? The way I figure It out Is tions were
A ferryboat Is needed at the cor
tary honors.
Yearly this nation and
and dimes, with
this: The window glass Is a second a great many nickels
and Second
of Gold avenue
plate from some building an occasional quarter or half dollar. Negress Says She Was Not the nations of the world are appreci- - ner
hand
ating more and more the horrors of sereet or a steamship, sailing ves
ten dollars a day,
which has been torn down to make to make a total oproven
that beggars
the terrible conflict In the 60 s; year sel, balloon, airship is or suspension
room fur a more modern structure, and it has been
still there and
the Wife of Lord
The puddle
ly the public Is awakening to the debt bridge.
at which time Mr. Booth, the tailor, In some of the large cities average
still receives
day.
it owes to the men who fought for the the unwary passer-b- y
left for new quarters. When placed in twenty dollars apay
every time he
water
charge
dirty
a
of
notning
for doing
A few
This is good
preservation of the union.
Beresford.
the present building the glass was set
organ and looking
more years and the last soldier boy, steps on the planks which rest on no
as you see It now, with the tailor sign but turning anaverage
professional
pitiful. The
than water
wrong side up.
now grown feeble and gray, will more solid foundation
who man cannot earn that much after all
answer the last bugle call and lie What Is the street commissioner go
"I'll bet 1 am not the first one sign.
me.
SHE
ALSO
ing
GETS
training.
do
to
It?
about
The
his education and
down with his comrades In the ranks
has been puzzled about that
Anyway. I hope they will scrape the chanlc with a trade would be satisfied
SO.ME CATTLE of the dead.
half the amount, or less, and
letters off before any more people run with unskilled
laborer would bear his
C010RAD0 IS COV
the risk of getting frelghtened into the
uncomplainingly
with
burdens
the
fourth of that pay.
May
30.
Settle
El Paso, Texas,
The woman with the organ, tne
ERED WITH SNOW
was made In cash yesterday by
HOTKI, AKRIYAfiS.
goggles and the boy stayed in this ment
inrepresentatives
of
Beresford
the
city three days and at the lowest es terests with Flora Wolff, the negress
The Alvarailo.
timate must have taken out of tne who for twenty-two- "
years had lived
Arthur M. Allfrey, England: Julian city about thirty dollars.
on the Ojltos ranch of DeLaval BeresFrarv. New York; Mrs. Flske, Miss
There Is a business lirni In the east ford,
4
Colorado Springs, May 30.
who
deceased,
had presentand
A large new porch is being built on
Stevens. Frank Carlos Griffith, New that makes a specialty of manufaet ed claims against the estate.
The mountains this morning are
She to the residence of J. 13. Emmons,
at
York; Mrs. Langdon Mitchell, Phil urlng beggars paraphanalia of all !
Cripple A
At
white
with snow.
adelphia: George Arllss and wife scripllons; this firm is rich and was paid $ Is. 000 in cash and in con 310 South Walter street.
Creek yesterday several Inches
D. charges high for its products. There sideration (hereof shu wives all claims
John Mason. New York; F. L
4
George Washington Ward had as 4 of snow fell.
the estate or Its heirs or ad
Carr and wife, San Pedro; Fred Bea- - are also, in different parts of the against
In his caravansary
yesterday
country, associations of beggars, with ministrators, and also denies that sne guests
trand and Ir. Hermann, San Pedro
morning
He
fourteen cattle.
collect
all the was ever In law or in fact the wife
Mrs. U. F. Bonn. New York; A. P officers, headquarters and
jap ;kni:k I AHKAIIAM
means of conducting an enterprise on of DeLuvaJ Beresford, and that sh. ed $10 in fines.
Wood. Topeka: George D. Pratt, Chi
LINCOLN
IIONOItS
any
cago: Charles B. Kehrmen, St.
occupied
position
other than
a large scale. Every beggar in these ever
L. E. Disque, representative of
Chicago. May 30. General Kurokl
Paul I'lerce, St. Joseph; E. A. Proc associations pays a certain proportion that of an employed servant.
Denver hardware firm, is In the cl
Yulu, took part in the
the
hero
of
El Paso; of his earnings into a general fund
ter. St. Louis; It. C.
Mr. O. D. Hammond, agent for the today visiting local blacksmith an
Memorial exercises here and in view
Thomas E. Lavden, San Bernardino
and from this fund he is provided estate, admitted that a settlement had hardware stores, soliciting business.
of thousands of spectators, placed a
E.
Philadelphia:
cause
good
plead
his
lawyer to
Cal.; John F. Smith.
with a
upon the monument of Abra
In cash and that he inbeen
made
wreath
All barber shops In the city closed
A. Labem. Wichita; T. J. Foley. Kanwhen he is arrested or otherwise in tended to return to New York, his
at 11 o'clock this morning in recog- ham Lincoln In Lincoln park.
sas Citv; M. A. Bassist. St. Iouis: J. difficulties. It is a protective organi mission here having been finished.
nition of Memorial day. A number
is its intlU'
H. Zadeck. Denver; J. U. Teasdale zation and
WALTo.V PKK. MuRK
When he was asked for some of of the principal stores in the city also ATFEL'S
St. Ixiuls; E. M. Howard and wife, ence. Beggars outside these assochi'
GOOI, t'OI.D HOOT HEF.IT
Mr. closetl for the day.
El Paso: B. W. Martin. Chicago; J tions, or the beggar trust, as it might the details of the settlement,
H. Pibev. New York: F. M. Peyster be called, are bullied Into Joining or Hammond outlined the principal proHarsh physics react, weaken the
More than ten picnic parties were
Kansas City; A. W. K. Mehan and hounded out of the business. fteg visions as follows:
constipation
last week for this afternoon bowels, cause chronic
The settlement was made by repre arranged
wife. Santa Fe; H. C. Huck, Chicago; cars have no use for scabs.
at Bear canyon and other nearby Doan's Begulets operate easily, tone
William K. Wood, Boston.
The woman who was here might sentatives of both sides, W. H. Bulges grounds, but on account of the rain the stomach, cure constipation. 25c,
have .been a deserving person, but representing the Beresford element
Ask your druggist for them.
outings had to be postponed.
SturgcK.
the chances are against It. She had ami Leigh Clark attending lo the in the
The A. G. Allen United Minstrel
Jacob Perea, Bernalillo; C. Neu ull of the regulation outfit, with a terests of Flora Wolff.
show will appear here the evening of
5.000.
Ileccivcs
stailt. I.os I.uiuih; F. W. Catkins, puny child thrown in for good measI'enver; B. McTamie. Kettner; J. W ure. She is gone now, and perhaps
The sum of $iii,uuu left her In the June 4, In the big lent at South SecMr.
Akers. Santa Fe; H. Nlcolay. Den is exciting the pity of the charitable will of DeLaval Beresford was paid ond street and Lead avenue.
ver; Ward Beatty, Thornton; A. Bar minded of Santa Fe or Iis Vegas her in cash, together with an addi Tibbetts, the agent .was in the city ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
nev, Santa Fe: J. A. Wood. Golden
by this time.
of today.
tional J5.000. in consideration
Fred Alard. Madrid; Charles Ingle
Duke City bulge No. 1. Knights of THE OLDEST .MILL IN THE CITY
which she waives all claims to a com
Madrid; George V. Armijo,' Santa
TI I 1 : ilt APIIIC MA ItKKTS.
munlty or partnership Interest in the Pythias, colored, will give a benefit
When In need of sash, door, frames,
Kansas City I.lvCHtuck.
Fe: H. Watson. El Paso; John H
was
that
she
estate
concert tonight in lied Men's hall. A ntc. Scn'ii work a siMH'ialty. 403
and declr.res
Kansas City, May 30. Cuttle re- never at
Wllon and wife, Colorado Springs ceipts
any
law
common
Jolly
good
is
arranged
the
all
lime
lime
for
3
Market strong to llic wife of the deceased; that the rela who attend and the edibles are many Soiilli ilr-- t slrti'l. Telephone 403.
F. W. Forester, Kanvas City; A. Hart
Southern steers Ill.TjiKu Fi.40; tions
St. Louis; Gus Wipperman. St. Louis higher.
between them were as muster and varied.
L. E. Disque. Alamosa; (. D. State
southern iows tH.fiOiii 3.7f. : Blockers
servant, and that during the en
account of tomorrow being the
son. Kansas City; L. C. Becker, Be and feeders l3.!iinSi 4. SO: tiulls $3.2f, and
o
twenty-twyears she was em lastOn day
tire
western fed
of the month, the employes
'ii 4.65; calves $4.(i6.J5;
len; Jose Grunsfeld, Denver.
was
never
ployed
on
ranch
she
the
cows
(a
$4.(10
fed
5,Sf; western
of the Santa Fe
shops,
machine
steers
in fact, of De
or
wife,
law
in
the
t3.2!ifi-4.6freight
ami other offices here
house
Metropolitan.
Ladles' and Men's Clothing Clean
fiOOO.
Laval
Beresford.
receipts
Market
a
given
were
Sheeo
as ed. Pressed
holiday,
not
haif
Ames
New
E.
Vernon,
It.
York:
Men'i
Ida
and Repaired.
Ij.CUCd 7.00; lambs
She further waives all Interests of they expected.
Grants: William Tiehey, Grants; P. A steady. Muttons
Suits
made to order. All work guar
any
description
in
the
or
and
range
kind
wethers
tti.lHv
7.Lai'9.no:
Marcelllno, G. S. Baca, Max 11. Mon
a called meeting of antecd.
Prices
reasonable.
be
will
There
settlement papers acknowledges full the Woman's dub at the club house
tova. San Antonio. N. M.; G. C 7.45; fed ewes 4.r,0i 5.05.
at.
payment for her services during trie tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. All
i os n.
George, New York; J. A. Barlow
twenty-tw- o
Chicago
years she was on the members are requested to be present.
Livestock.
Uolon.
Chicago. May 30. Caitle receipts ranch.
The object of the meeting will be to
400. Market 10 cents higher. Beeves
She admits further that the sum of close up all business for the past year.
Grand ( entral.
f 4 " 0 f j 6 5 : cows and heifers S . 7 5 4j $10,000 was paid her for and In co
Vint Itathbone, P. Murphy, Las
William Ashe, foreman of the Tres
5.50; Texas steers $4.1'5 ! 4.75 ; Block slderatiou of her faithful services as
gas.
Iron Cornice, Tin Itoof
ers and feeders $3.00 'a a. 1 5 ; western an employed servant and that it was Hermanos Mining company, near Gol lug.Galvanized
Sheep-di- p
Tanks. Galvanized
den,
arrived in the city last night to
cattle 14.25'ii 5.15.
In
of
will
Beres
DeLaval
the
left
her
t'riilgo.
confer with Col. A. B. Hunter, presi- Water Tanks, Pipe and Itcpalr Work.
Market ford as an act of grace and appreel
receipts 8.000.
Sheep
C. E. Smith, El Paso; E. D. Goff, steady. Western
;
year1 4.15 (it 6. 40
of the company. Mr. Ashe will
ation, and that she had no lawful dent
Manhattan, Nevada.
leave tonight on his return lo the
linur- $6.ii 7."0: lambs iti.'.'5 ii H.;,
claim whatever against the estate.
mines.
western $6.5 i 7.90.
All Claim.
JtcliiiiiiilitSavoy.
The Manhattan Musical Comedy
For ami In consideration of the $
A. H. Crowneli. St. Louis: Paul M
V.m.I Market.
St.
playing an extended en
her she relin company,
Jensen. Kansas City; Mrs. E. Maver
St. Louis, M ly 30. Wool steady; 000 additional paid any
at the Casino, will chang"
quishes ull claims of
kind what gagement
unchanged.
ick. New York.
Beresford its program this afternoonT offering
soever against the D
the uproariously funny comedy, "Fun
estate and agrees never to assert in In
a Hoarding
in account
any 'way any claim of any nature
whatsoever against the estate, li of tlie rain the performance of The
heirs or administrators under the will celed.
A visitor in Santa Fe Is said
to
of the deceased.
In addition to the money received have picked up a bargain a few days
Dividends In the other fellow's
ago
when he pun based a fine collec
Flora Wolff has been given the few
pocket on the rent you are
$.1(1.
of
were
of
hers
tion
elk teeth for
There Were
hundred cattle which
tifty-eigpaying.
teeth In the lot and the
her own right anil had been brandt
stranger lost no time In dosing the
No d1
with her personal bland.
A small cash payment and
pule hail ever been had about the deal. F.lk teetli are becoming very
very
soon
after the scarce and are worth from $5 to 110
cattle at all. and
$20.00 a month will buy a
so
these
purchaser
apiece,
Beresford
that
the
of
of
the
DeLaval
death
house, with bath.
cattle wire loumled up with the ex Santa Fe collet'tion will no doubt realception of a number of cows, which ize a handsome profit on his bargain.
had calves too young M drive, and
As passenger train No. 2 was pullREALTY CO.,
hail been delivered to her on a neign- - ing out of the depot this morning at
boring ranch. She lias never been on I;i0 o'clock, the two baggage Cots
J. E. ELDER. Armijo Building.
the ranch since coming to F.l Paso a behind the locomotive came uncoupled, breaking the air connections.
few days after the death of Beresford
w
the representatives of the Beresford- The train as nun kly stopped and til"
her perml.- damage repaired, the train resuming
family having refu-e- d
iou to live there any longer.

"I thought I had 'em mre last
flight," aii a stranger, who has been
here for a few day on bulnrw, "and
It wan some time before I solved the
answer. I hud taken a few lonesome
snifters In the course of the evening
find was strolling about the streets
biking a final smoke before turning
in.
"I walked down First street, gazing at the show windows and reading
the street signs. Reading sign Is
one of my hobbles and It Is a hobby
that has afforded me much amusement. I have visited a great many
different cities in this and other
countries and have encountered some
rare curiosities In the advertising

We have Just received
splendid variety ot these
reliable willow goods In
Chairs,
Rockers, Settees
and Tables In natural finish.
Come In and see them, on
our floor.

Our Prices Are the Lowest

Albuquerque

Business College

" After all, there is nothing like
r v
DR. PRICE'S
'

Building

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri,

BAKING POWDER

have used it with satisfaction
for nearly forty years No alum
for me'

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Meats, Poultry, Beit
Lucca Olive OilJ

,

I

The Champion Grocery Co.
MATTETJCCI

e,

622-62-

...

ttY!

..

Morelli, the Tailor
rirtt

C. F. Allen

1

1.

208 U2 West Cold

-

10 per cent.

UPHOLSTERING
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ALBUQUERQUE

"VETS"

OBSERVE THE DAY

-
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I Reyff & Dowdell
1216

N.

Second

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying . vehicle to enjoy the summer monthst If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive, vehlcl
Incomes.
we have many good styles within the range of modest

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and ses
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Phone 878

Memorial day ixerdses were car
rled out today according to the pre
arrange. program. At 'J a. m. U)Plie
large carrv-alithe "Jumbo,"
"Dauntless" and tiie "Minnehaha."
bearing the members of the G. K
Warren post of the G. A. It , the
ladies of the Women's Belief Corps
and the members of the John A. Logan circle. Ladies of the G. A. It.,
left Bed Men's hall and were driven
to Fairvlew and the other cemeteries,
where the graves of the dead heroes
of the civil war were strewn with
How erg.
The Impressive services of the three
-

1

s,

WE FELL

yrwatno IBurks

Fitnch Dry and Sit am Cleaning. W Cuaranlt not
tht moit Dtlicatt of Ladie Cartncntt.

to Shrink or

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

Fade

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

Under

n!i

Hotel

feSa-vo-

C. E. SUNTAAGG, Propmtof

D0K)K)0000000000
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOU

NEU)

preserve
telephone
The
yonr health, prolongs year Ufa
and protects your home.

A TELEPHONE

IN YOUR HOME;

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OOX00OOt00OX)OW 0O00O0K500000O

00f0O0000O00

FIJT SCREENS

Poor screens ss strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad- e

PLANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SKIS OUK NEW 11RICK HUILDINO
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

OEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more,

best, wears

looks

th longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCEHQCE,

NEW MEX.

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton

j
i

TRY US
BEST OF QUALITIES

KIGHT

Out of Town Oidtrt Cleat Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY
ilWXXX"1

I

Where to Dine Well

e Make a Specially of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Coodt Called fot and Dtliutrtd.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

PRESCRIPTIONS

OwOx5wOOwOOoOwOK)ooreowO

HENRY'S
(Cleaning anil

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

Don't Forget The

1

i

CARRIAGE

!5?'V

rurttttiTii

iUMHTTUtliti

II.

BUYING DAYS

AJJOUT TOWN

TwwBf)w

Phon

ill,-:-'

jim-jams- ."

7j
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Eighth:
The city nnd county In
which the principal place of business
of the company is to be located. Is
tic" city of Albuquerque and county
of Rernulillo. In tltp territory of New
Mexico; and Frank W. Clancy is the
agent In charge thereof.
In witness whereof we
hereunto
set our hands this fifteenth day of
May. A. D. lu)7.
(Signed :
SIDNEY W. WORTHY. $1,600
100
EDWIN 7.. ROSS.
100
PATRICIO GONZALES.
10.t
WILLIAM P. METCALF,
100
FRANK W. CLANCY
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of liernallllo.
Before me, a notary public In nnd
for said county, on this fifteenth day
of May, A. D. 1907, personally appeared Sldnev W. Worthy. Edwin Z.
Ross. Patricio Gonzales. William P.
Metcalf and Frank W. Clancy, all
personally known to me to be the
persons named in and who signed
the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged, each for himself, that
they executed the same as their free
act nnd deed.
Witness my hand nnd notorial seal
the day and year last above written.
OLIVIA EVER ITT.
Notary Public.
(Notorial Seal.i
William

John

Frank

Bull Sells Immigrants
Good Land for SI
an Acre.
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CANADA,

GOOD

MA.

Manitoba. Saskatchewan
Alberta Are Crowing
the Fastest.

and

Winnipeg. Can..
American invasion

The

of

30.

Canada

Is

Is expected next year.
The magnet which is drawing this
Inrush of Immigrants is the mighty
wheat belt In the provinces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan
and Alberta.
The new residents establish a remarkable record in desirability.
Statistics show the resources of the Ameryear
last
averaged
over
ican settlers
tKOO.
They comprise contractors,
small business men, and successtul
farmers who sell their American
land at from $80 to $100 per acre
and Invest a tenth of the proceeds In
more good wheat 'land than it hey
owned in the United States.
Canada gained In wealth last year
from America over $100,000,000. and
hopes to treble that sum this year.
Th Canadian government has 20
recruiting stations for immigrants
In the rutted States, and nearly 200
commission agents. These agents receive $3 for each man, $2 for each
woman and $1 for each child they
end across the border.
There are over 300.000,000 square
miles In the huge stretch of country
between Winnipeg and the Rocky
75,000.000
Of
mountains.
this
acres are offered free to settlers.
Each settler over 18 may obtain 160
acres by building a homesteud and
cultivating 15 acres, or keeping 20
head of live stock three years.
The Canadian Pacific railway traverses the district, and the Grand
Trunk lines is paralleling it to the
western coast. Each has enormous
concession of land and Is Joining
In booming the country.
Cities are
springing up as if by magic. It is
over
a million people
estimated that
now live in the district west of Lake
Superior where a few years ago
there were only wilds.
The question of fuel, which was a
pressing last winter. Is thought to be
solved by the discovery of thousands
of acres f bituminous coal and
The development of these
mines is being rushed.
The golden lure of the wheat belt
is shown In the crop statistics for
Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. In round numbers the grain
marketed last year aggregated $100-00000. Much of the harvest could
not be handled, owing to poor transportation facilities.
The new railroad is expected to remedy this. In
the same year over 100.000 cattle
wlere pold abroad by the settlers.
And this is in a country which a few
years ago was classed with the Arctic regions.
llg-nit- e.

0.

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
cKiiTi nc.vrrc
Territory of New

oi compauisox.

Mexico, office of the
secretary.
I, J. W. Uaynolds. secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this office at nine o'clock A.a.
rn.. On the sixteenth day of May,

l.

1807,

Articles of Incorporation of Rlueivat-c- r
Irrigation Company,
(No. 4t:5.) ;
and also, that 1 have compared the
following copy of the same, with the
original thereof now on tile, and declare it to be a correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole ..iereof.
tilven under my hand and the
great seal of the territory of New
Mexico, at the city of Santa Fe. the
capital, on this 16th day of May, A.
II. ISO 7.
J. W. RAYXOLPS.
Secretary of New Mexico.

r.Tr- -
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rrr?
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W. Clancy.

i:morm;i:
No. 955.

Of

4

Page 470.
Article of Incorporation. ItlucuiiCcr
Irrigation Company.
Filed In office of secretary of New
Cor. Rec'd. Vol.

i

l

V J. X

- V

fat

At

5.

Mexico, May 16. 1'.'07. 9 a. m.
J. W. UAYNOLDS,

Secretary.

Compared o. to M.
Territory of New Mexico, )
(ss.
)
County of Valencia,
This Instrument was filed for record
on the 17th day or May, 1907, a.t 12
o'clock a. m.
Recorded in Vol. "A 15" of Records of said county, folio 464 to 469
inclusive,
J. M. LUNA,
Recorder.

THIS PHOTO WAR SNAPPED ON A DAY WHEN A SPECIAL
TPTV
OF 300 IMMIGRANTS HAD JUST ARRIVED IN THE WHFVT
BELT FROM THE I'NITED STATES.
all kinds for generating, conveying
and using electricity.
(e4 To enter Into, make, perform,
and carry out contracts and other
undertakings, of any and every kind,
with ajiy person, firm, association or
corporation engaged in any business
similar to or relating to that referred to In this section (being section
3 thereof) or with any person, firm,
association or corporation engaged in
any business of any kind whatsoever.
(f) To purchase or otherwise acquire, hold, own, mortgage, pledge,
sell, lease, sub-le- t;
assign and- - transfer, goods, wares, and merchandise,
stocks, bonds, securities and obligations, contract rights, grants, concessions, franchises, shop licenses, real
estate and interests therein of any
and every kind and description and
to deliver In payment or part payment therefor, the securities of any
corporation, flndiKfyng its own.
well as of any government or slate
or any municipal corporation, wueth-e- r
the said securities shall be bonds,
mortgages, debentures, notes, obligations or shares of capital stock and
also to receive In payment for anv
of the foregoing, the like securities
of any em iHiratlan., Jluclujding
its
own, or of any government, state or
municipal corporation; and to draw,
make, accept, endorse, cause to be
discounted, execute and Issue promissory notes, bills of exchange, warrants, bonds, debentures and other
negotiable Instruments.
(g To do any and everything necessary or convenient for the accomplishment of any of the purposes or
attainment of any of the objects hereinbefore enumerated, either for itself
or as agent fi any person, firm or
corporation and either alone or In association with other corporation or
with any firm or individual and In
general to engage in any an all lawful business which may be necessary
or convenient in carrvlnir on the
'business of this corporation, and to
ao any ana every other act or thing
incidental to, growing out of or germane to any of the foregoing purposes or objects or any part or parts
thereof.
(h) To acquire a foreign domicile
and procure the corporation to he
incorporated, registered or recognized

In

any foreign country, slate or

pos-

session.

Fourth: Water is to be Impounded in a reservoir known as Hluewater
Reservoir, which Is also known as

Lnited States Government Reservoir
No. 33, including the beds
Hluewater and Cottonwood creeksof above
the Hluewater canyon and lying In
township 12 and 13 north of ranges
12 and 13 west, according
to the
Lnited States puljllc land surveys,
the dam being at the heud of said
canyon In section B in township 12
north of range 12 west, the main line
of canal extending thence down
the
said canyon in a generally easterly
direction through sections 9, 4 3 2
1
and 12, in township 12
of
range 12 west, and sections north
6 and 5
In township 12 north of range 11
west, to the mouth of said canyon, a
distance of about nve and one-hamiles, from which place there are
two main cnnals. one on the north
side beginning near the southeast
corner of the southwest quarter of
section 5 in township 12 north of
range 11 west, and running thence
in a generally northeasterly direction
through said section 5 arid sections
4 and 3 in the same township, a distance of about three miles, und
thence in a generally southeasterly
direction through sections 2, 1 and
12 of the same township and sections
7. 8. 17. 16, 21, 15 and 22 in township 12 north of range 10 west, a
distance of about live miles; thence
In a generally northerly direction In
sections 23. 14. 11 and 10 In the same
township last aforesaid, a distance of
about two and one-hamiles; thence
in a southeasterly direction in sections 2 and 12 in the township last
aforesaid; thence in a generally
southerly direction through sections
7. IS. is and 30 in township U north
of range 9 west, and through sections
25 and 36 in township 12 north of
range 10 west, a distance of about
five miles; and thence in a generally
southwesterly direction through sec-IoI. 12, 11.
3, 10, 9. 16. 15, 21
and 22 In township 11 north of range
10 west, to its terminus in the sou
quarter of said section 22. The
oUier main canal from the mouth of
said canyon has its beginning point
In the northeast quarter of section S
lf

lf
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For stomach troubles, blllousnes
and constipation try Chamberlaln'8
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Samples
free. For sale by all
o
SHOEING A HOUSE.

It Is something of a trick to shoe
a horse at all; it la a work of art to
shoe him well.
The work of the horseshoer Is Important. His function is great. The
efficiency of a horse depends largely
on the manner In which he is shod.
If he is shad badly or unscientifically he doesn't feel right, is likely to
go lame, and Is sure to do his work
ill. On the other hand, if he Is properly shod he Is pretty certain to give
a good account of himself. The usefulness of a horse depends largely on
the condition of his feet and the
condition of his feet depends largely
on the way he is shod.
The sort of
shoeing that Is wholly right for one
horse is wholly wrong for another
horse. What is one horse's meat in
the matter uf shoes is another horse's
poison.
The need for the exercise of the
keenest Judgment In the business of
horseshoeing is constant and great.
With common sense the horseshoer
ought to combine scientific knowledge, quick perceptions and careful
training.
If you own a horse, try
Smith & Frank, 315 West Copper, the
next time he needs a shoe.
$100 Reward. $100.
The readers or this paper will be pleased to learn that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its stages, and that
Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
hlood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
or the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith In its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Bend for list of testimonials. Address:
F. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family f Uls for constlpa
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RIONTEZllfiiA TRUST CO.
GO
ALBUQUERQUE

TO CANAL

New

MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Whales Haunt Big Ditch,
Laborers Strike For
Higher Wages. .

INTEREST

May
30.
Panama.
According to
the Guardian of Dominica, not only
are the men of ISarbadoes place crazy
about the canal zone, but some of
the women are so anxious to reach
Panama that they disguise themselves
as men. Says the Guardian in a local Item:
"About 1500 persons left IJarba-doe- s
per H. M. S. Solent for the canal
Intelligent young men Joined
zone.
the contract laborers and paid their
own passage money, and it is said
that several women also left disguised iis men. In fact, the Barbadian seems to be all craze about the
Colon emigration."
ball's Haunt Panama Canal.
It is generally supposed that whales
do not venture near the eastern terminus of the Panama canal, but such
is not the case.
The other day a
number of young people were affordpleasant
ed a
diversion by the capture of a young whale in the shallows
near the premises of the ice company. The creature had ventured too
near the shore, and as the tide was
low, it became stranded in the shallow waters. It was shot from a boat
and the carcass was drawn ashore by
men who secured It with a rope. An
Interested crowd gathered along the
seawall to watch the proceedings.
When pulled up on the beach the
creature was found to he still alive
and it caused no little excitement, and
sonetUiiVf of a. panic among the
spectators by reason of Its antics.
Pa na mil ns Shoot I'p Cubic.
"When the rtreets were being paved
the Central and South American
Telegraph company, with a view to
avoiding future complications,
tore
up its cables and swung them out
along the south beach to the cable
house, near the old lazarette. Now
the manager finds that he has practically jumped out of the frying pan
into the fire, ns he has had occasion
several times to remove bullets from
the cables hanging In the midair. The
existence of these missiles In the
wires Is explained by the fact that
the sporting blond of some of the
young men gets the better of them as
they pass along the water front dur
ing their leisure hours when the tide
is in.
They are fond of practicing at
shooting at the sharks which abound
In these waters.
The humor of the
situation Is found In the fact that
whenever the bullets hit these wires
the operators at the central offices of
the telegraph company are usually
even more frightened than the shark-- '
for the reason that the telegraphic
keys go on a strike and indulge In
what in an individual would probably be called an epileptic fit.
High Wages on Canal.
The high wages that are paid here
can perhaps best be understood by
the fact that the steam shovel workers, who have been on a strike, are
demanding $300 per month, instead
of $210 per month. These high rates
are. however, more apparent than
real, because after a steam shovel
worker has paid all of his living expenses it is doubtful whether he finds
himself with much more money In
his pocket at the close of the month
than his fellow steam shovel worker
In northern cities like New York or
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Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,
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Every Proper

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Accommodation,

Solicits

$180,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot. O. E.Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOH THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND 8AXTA FE

It.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

OmCERB

NEW MEXICO

AND DIRECTOR

JOSHUA B. RAYN0LD3
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKJB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

u. a.

Prwiaaml
Vice President

Casaler
Assistant CMhler
Director

fomiTORY

Autnorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

f500,OOMf
I250.000.M

Santa Fe Railway Company

An Essential Thing
And there are many in the management of a bank, is the personal, painstaking care of iis
officers.
Recognizing this responsibility, the officers of this
institution keep themselves in
touch with every important detail of the business. And the
outcome ? A generous and a
steadily increasing patronage.

Chlcngo.
Dr. Bellsarlo Porras. a

prominent
of this city, and equally well
as the leader of the liberal
has been appointed delegate
republic of Panama at The
peace conference, which, acto the advices received by
is to meet about the middle
of June.
Street Railway Started.
The Panama Street Railway company, of which Mr. Henry T. Cooke
is manager, and which was given a
concession last year to build a trolley
line In this city and suburbs, has begun work within the specified time
on C street, a short distance In the
rear of the American Exchange hotel
From this point Mr. Cooke says the
work will be carried west to Sixteenth
street and down H street out towards
La Boca.
Among the persons visiting Colon
and Panama who have expressed surprise at the work already accomplished on the Panama canal may be mentioned Mr. George Jacobs, the correspondent of the British Trade Journal and the South American Traveler.
Mr. Jacobs left some time ago for a
tour of the larger cities of the United
States, but before departing he made
many friends, who wished for him a
'Ibon voyage."
Rev. W. I. Jacobs, late of Colon,
has been appointed by the Wesleyan
at Mountain
synod to a pastorate
Side, Jamaica.
Sprains Quickly curs.1.
Bathe the parts freely with Cham
berlaln's Pain Balm and giv
rest, and a qulok oure is certain. For sale by ali druggists.
lawyer
known
party,
of the
Hague
cording

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

j

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

te

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

Free Lectures on the Art of Cooking

.rtlclcn of Incorporation.

They Keep the Flies Out

the undersigned, desiring to
under the act of
She legislative assembly oi the
of New Mexico, which is printed as Chapter 12 of the Session Law
of 1 8 7. for the purpose authorized
by huJiI act and hereinafter set forth,
in hereby associate ourselves as such
corporation, and to that end we do
ahereby
set forth:
First: The full names of the lis- corporators
are Sidney V. Worthy,
Uoss. Hatitrro Oonz:lles,
K'inin
W illi, mi P. Met. alf. Frank W. Clancy.
Second: The corporate name of
said Company is
HLl'EWATE It 1! ItKi ATIl
We,

3

OF THE
IMMIC.RA.NTS AHT MOVI.VC,
TH EI It HOIKU.
HOU1 GOODS ACROSS THE PLAINS
IX
WACJONS
TH p
PICTI KE SHOWS HOW AN K.WA FARMER
IS
ELING TO THE "PROMISED LAND ' TRAV-

smashing
all
Stalwart
records.
American farmers are crossing the
In
droves, to settle unborder lines
der the flag of King Edward. Before the year closes it Is anticipated
that more than 100. OOO newcomers
will be building homes in the great
northwest, and double this number

'
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PLACE TO LIKE

May

P.

N. M.

Tiirnsnw. my

CITIZEN.

In township 12 north of range 11
west, running thence In a generally
easterly direction In said qtiaiter of
sinl section s ami through a part of
section
n the township last aforesaid, a distance of about n mile and
a half, thence In n generally southeasterly direction In sections 9. 16.
1'. 22. 23. 2fi. 2T. and i'.fi of the township last aforesaid, "inl In sections
31 ami 32 In township 12 north of
runge 10 west, a distance of about
iirht tulles; thence In a generally
southerly direction in sections f,, h.
17. 20 and 21 in townhip II north of
range
west, a distance of about
five, and a half mites, to its terminus
near the southern line of said last
mentioned section 21.
Fifth: The amount of the capital
stock of the company Is one hundred
thousand dollars ( J iiO.iino.OM I divided Into one thousand (l oan) shares
of one hundred
dollars $(lno.ino
each.
Sixth: The term of existence of the
company Is to lie rifiy .10 years.
or
Seventh:
the
The directors
company are three (3 In number,
and the names and resldenciis of
those who shall manage the business of the company for the first
year, are as follow s:
Patricio (liiii.alis. Albuquerque, N.

WHEAT FARM- -

LURED BY GOLDEN

EVENING

a corporation

ter-irtto-

WE HAVE SECURED

Miss Rose P. Schabacher
NE OF America's most interesting

et

Don't

LUMBER

CO.

KeKCe0s
L. e. PUTNEY
"OLD

1

GRANDE

Corner Third and Marquette

Of St. Louis

company.

Third:
The purposes for which
the corporation Ih farmed are t follows:
a) To acquire by purchase or
and to take, hold, improve and
lea;,
develop real estate or personal properly, and to Sell, lease, moi'tgdice. or
otherwise hypothecate the same; to
construct
Irrigating
and operate
ditches, daniN, reservoirs and irrigaevery
tion works of
nature and the
colon).. ition and improvement
of
lauds in connection theiewiHi.
(h) To engage in uil'inm manufacturing and other industrial
pursuits.
To apply for. receive morti')
gage, sell and h hi. lie rights a id franchises of every name or nature from
the government of the I'nitid Stales
or of the territory of New Mrxl o or
from any other Kovernmcut or gov- . crn jen t a I dl vision.
idi To ii.aiu:! 'cture. generrite.
buy. sell or
electric cuiient for
lighting, power, beating, display and
such other purposes as may he necessary or convenient for an of the
purpose of the corporation and to
lijanutacture. own, purchase, sell,
mortgage, leane. oub-land deal In
iidil. lorry (juvlces and apparatus ot j

RIO

lecturers on
tle canary art and a thoroughly practical
demonstrator for a series of demonstrations, begin-Mi-

Don't

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of StaDle Groceries In
In the Southwest

Miss

will always be interesting features in the program
m
which will be changed daily.
v
--

ESTABLISHED 1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

ss

ning Friday, May 24th, and continuing until June
1st. Every afternoon from 3:30 to 4:30. There

ttELIABLE."

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
3

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

!
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Gas, Electric Light anil Power Co.

Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex FHntkota

First and Marquette

Baoflnj

Albaqtferqar, New IZzxlz

nirnsnw.

may an

'ALBUQUERQUE
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was first heard from after the (battle (XXXXX300000CX3O00000000000O
"and a foolish little creek with a
of the Yalu river. Then came Llao
bridge over it"
Yung
digsoon after, where he turned the
replied
with
'That shows." I
tide of battle against Kuropatkin by 2
nity, "that even you don't see every- 3
successfully executing a series of difthing!"
ficult flunk movements.
From the
"What do you see?" inquired Kitty.
battle
of Yalu until Mukden was tak- 0
"A beautiful spot, to sit In the
en the Japanese army fought scarcely
shade, while we water the horses."
a battl- - that Kuroki did not assist to
t retorted triumphantly, "and while
win. Fung Wang Chang.
Cheng,
I finish telling you what Is the only
The war department of the nation- of war under President Washington. Tie Pasa and Shahke riverHal
Most of our cocoanuts are Importwere the
thing I see in life."
The
first
on
fortification
progress
site
marking
this
milestones
government
of
from the West Indies. Central
al
ed
the
has
seemingly
Is
aban
sar"What
Kitty
It?" demanded
had rabies.
was built ir 177S when a brick and the victorious Kuroki. None of the America, and some of
Among the conquests over disease and of these Just one-ha- lf
doned for military purposes historic mortar
the smaller
"a Joke."
battsry
was
Japanese
ten
which science has made In recent These were all dog or cat cases. The castically,
generals
saw
constructed
and
other
the
"Not exactly." I said thoughtfully. old Fort Mcllenry, Maryland, the de- covered to a. depth of eight feet with fighting he did.
Islands of the Car
times none is more striking than that advantage of the comparatively quick
"A puxxle then?"
fense of which inspired the composi- earth.
which has reduced mortality in the method of diagnosis In use at Brown
It was honeycombed with
Ibbean sea. The
It was at Llao Yang that Kuroki
"Yes," I argued, "something ot a tion of "The Star Spangled
lasting never more than half a
magaxines and secret passages. Im- was
case of hydrophobia from more than
cocoanut tree does
reported dead, and It was weeks
puzsle."
Six weeks ago the Thirty-nintprovements were made In the works afterward
9
per cent down to twenty-fiv- e
not
thou- day Is that In case a person has
flourish at any
com
before It was definitely
"Tell what It Is," said Kitty, look- pany 01 coast artillery, which had and in 179 the great
can
great
distance
sandths of 1 per cent of the victims been bitten the Pasteur treatment
learned that the report was a misup
ing
coaxlngly.
occupied
delay.
stronghold.
The
without
wu
be
administered
the
was
fort
from the salt wattreated. This wonderful achievement
constructed and surrounded take.
"What I'm looking at," I retorted, ed to a new post, and since thatnrac.
by
Is due largely to the preventive methdeep
a
earlier the treatment is given the regarding
moat.
er.
yields
tree
today
The
It
all stands
It was, in the eight days' battle
her steadily over a cloud iiib tun lias oeen in charge oftime In a perfect state of preservation.
If there Is a
od of Inoculation discovered by the surer are the results.
from 100 to ISO
It
before
ability
of
Mukden
Kuroki's
that
streamers.
chiffon
to
squad
apt
It
is
of seven men from Fort How- is provided with all the accessories
delay of several weeks
great Pasteur.
nuts each year.
showed to the greatest advantage.
ard. '
of like defenses built a century ago. It
But Pasteur's beneficent work stop- rail.
CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXX20000COOOOO
The nuts are,
was
his
forces
which
bore
the
Is
Improbable
not
It
that
There
dungeons,
are
r
ped with the discovery of a preveniha
treatment,
which
This wonderful
protected by a surbrunt of Kuropatkln's attack, and
department may use the reservation passageways and cells subterranean
tive. It remained for Negri, an Ital- makes recovery possible, according
for the In- not
rounding husk, aa
only beat the Russians back, but
for the quartering of other troops, carceration of 600 prisoners. These
XShQ
ian scientist, to discover the germ to the records In all but one out of
shown In the pica successful conjunction with
but It Is Just as probable that the cells are all below the water line madeJapanese
of rabies or hydrophobia. This sec- every 40.000 cases consists of Inocuture,
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ICH and prosperous though we are as a people, the proudestiheritage that each of us has, no matter where he may dwell, north
or south, east or west, is the immaterial heritage of feelinz the richt to claim at his own all the valor and all the steadfast devotion to
duty shown by the men of both the great armies, of the soldiers whose leader was Grant and the soldiers whose leader was Lee.
rretident Iheodore Koosevelt.
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Memorial Day Sentiments of the North and South
THE NORTH- - By Gen R. B. Brown, Comma
der-in-Chi-

ef

t

of the Grand Army of the Republic.

"Patriotic citlwns are more and more dlMMed to insist
erent regard for the proprieties ot the day."

Lieut. Gen. Stephen D. Lee,
of the Grand Camp of Conf
federate Army Veterans.
Commander-in-Chie-

HMin

uart 'ii'

The Grand Army of the Republic

has given to the world the highest

proof of Its loyalty to the memory
of the comrades who sleep In hallowed graves, and Its devotion to the
cause they so well served, in the secure establishment of the solemn and
Impressive services of Memorial day.
Today will occur the annual ceremony of garlanding the graves of the
dead. Let each little hillock where
rests a union soldier, sailor or marine, he marked with the national
colors and the green turf brightened
and perfumed with choicest flowers.
This year for the 40th time we
ahall observe a custom which appeals
to the loftiest impulses of humanity,
strengthens holy memories of the
past, and broadens a patriotism
which made possible the mighty
n. B. BROWX.
achievements of the last four decades
CoiiiniAiidcr-in-ehle- f
j. A. K.
of our national life.
With the passing of the years the and more disposed to insist upon a
'sacred duties of Memorial day take reverent regard for the, proprieties
a firmer bold upon the hearts of the of the occasiqn.
surviving defenders of the republic,
R. B. BROWN,
and they are cheered In the knowl- Commander-in-chie- f
of the Grand
edge that their patriotic fellow citiArmy of the Republic, Zanesville,
zens throughout the land are more
Ohio.
HERO OF THREE

WARS,

nrv

AS A BOY HE CARRIED A RIFLE
AGAINST BRITISH IN 1812; HE
MARCHED ACROSS CONTINENT
IN MEXICAN WAR AND FOUGHT
CLEAR THROUGH CIVIL WAR.

975,000

New Castle. Pa., May 30. Amos
Martin, veteran of three wars, is today probably the oldest man in the
world who has seen so much active
service. He is yet fairly active and
Is remarkably well preserved for one
who will In ten more months complete eleven full decades of life. He
was born in March 1798, at
Scotland, and his long life
has now stretched out into three centuries.
His first service was during the war
of 1812, as a mere boy, and he also
served under the stars and' stripes
during the Mexican war and the civil
war from 1861 to 1864. He vas
wounded only once, when he received
a Minle ball through his head at the
second battle of Bull Run. He was
a member of company 1 of the
100th Pennsylvania volunteer infantry.
His company saw desperate fighting at the second Bull Run, and only
six of them emerged from that battle without meeting either death or
wounds. Remarkable to relate, Amos
Martin's most distinct recollection of
the battle is not of his wound or of
the deaths of his comrades.
When he talks to you about it he
tells of his "kicking" musket. He remembers that it was four weeks before he could raise his right arm
from his cot, his shoulder was so
badly bruised by the recoil of his
musket.
As a boy of seven he was brought
to Canada by an uncle, and a few
years later he was apprenticed to a
stonecutter.
He drifted to Philadelphia, and when the war of 1812
broke out he enlisted as a boy of
fourteen In the American army. He
did garrison duty at Washington.
After the war Martin returned to
his trade and was a contractor when
war was declared with Mexico. He
enlisted in the 24th United States AMOS, MARTIN, AGED 109. OLDvolunteers. Martin served under Gen.
EST WAR VETERAN.
Taylor and walked nearly the entire
distance across the continent, except Mr. Martin posed for UiU photo-..grap- h
where transports curried them down
only a few days ago, and it
the Ohio river from Pittsburg to St.
slums exactly how the veteran
Louts. From there they marched to
looks now. The musket lie holds
Lawrence, Kas., and thence along the
was the one he carried through the
old Santa Fe trail to Texas. The war
civil war.
was practically over by the time Mar.
tin and his regiment were fully equip In Beaver county, twenty
miles south
ped ready tor lighting
However, in the civil war he saw of this city, where he was first married. After his first wife died he
the hottest kind of service, and the came
to Lawrence county and locatmost exciting moments of his entire ed
near Princeton, marrying again.
life came when the union troops were i
He
on James Island, attempting His second wire oiect in 1889.
located
.
tv.- - w, ,..,,..
iiumes nis nome alternately wnn in
ii ., i
o,.i..
days in sand reduobls. 'where It was tepdaughter. Mrs. Daniel Looney. of
difficult to secure anything to eat nia cu'- and relatives about Prince
or drink, so close wera the. lino of ton' even mil ea"t f
There is no doubt about his great
blue and gray together, while sharu-- i
shooters picked oft any exposed head. age. Men of 75 years of age who
Cam-bellto-

sions. During the month of April.
107 no less than 36,010 such applications were received. This was
the largest month oa record, the
next largest being June, 1891, after
the act of 1890. when the applications reached a total of 35,000.
The pension office Is passing on
claims for increases and for new pensions as rapidly as possible, and is
turning out about 1,700 certiflcates a
day. But It will require many months
before the work is brought up to
date. The amount of pension, however, will date from the time of the
filing of the application, so It should
make no very serious difference to
the applicant.
The number of applicants for a
new pension under the service pension act was much smaller than anticipated. Those who had never applied for a pension have come to be
known as the "unknown army," and
there were many speculations as to
the size of this army. It turns out

ed
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With a blush of shy surprise.
Pretty Peggy dropped her eyes.
Very fortunately. Jack
Picked them up and put them back;

THE NATION'S HEROES

nut. so inexpert was he,
Peggy's face fell suddenly.
Rescuing the pretty face,
Jack returned It to its place,
At the flattering words he said.
Pretty Peggy lost her head.

Foster.

Diligently hunting round,

Soon the head by Jack was found.
Worn out by her own caprices.
Pretty Peggy went all to pieces.

Then, as might have been expected,
Patient Jack the bits collected;
When new sorrows tilled his cup-P- retty
Peggy was all broke up.
Vainly then the lover strove.
For. to reconstruct his love,
I'nto fate he bowed his neck
Peggy was a total wreck.
ARIZONA

The graves we decorate In love today
Hold more than dead they coffin
much of hope,
And love and sweet anticipation lie
in them;
Cradled beneath the sod mid must
and mold
Lies many a fond ambition from
whose dust
The roots of promise spring to blossom
In the glorious freedom thus blood-bougfor us.
The stars that shine alike on mounds
and men
Are symboled on our banner 'neath
which lies
The forms beloved that gave a nation
life.
They shine on love" that makes Immortal the great sacrifice
Love that keeps green the oval tombs
ot war,
Love that plucks blossoms for the
heroes' graves
And flings them in the living paths of
men;
That loves the living as It loves the
dead
And honors feeble hands and tottering feet
That once walked In war's ways.
They who lie burled missed the greater strife
That ye who weep above them bravely face,
And we who honor manhood
offer
you the homage of our souls.
We give the due of heroes to you
soldiers living-deaOur freedom is the honor of your
days.

MAN TELLS

WASHINGTON

OF INDIANS

ht

Washington, D. C, May 29. L. S.
Williams, of Williams, Ariz., on the
edge of the Grand canyon, has traveled all over the territory In his vocation of ranchman.
He is at the
Raleigh while here on a pleasure trip.
Though a member of the territorial
legislature, he would rather talk of
the life among the people than of
politics.
"We have the wealthiest and most
industrious Indians on this continent
right there in Arizona," said he last
night. "They are the Xavajos, and
there are about 60,000 of them, confined moHtly to their reservation,
which occupies a large tract In Ari
zona and extends over into New Mex- i,.o. They make the beautiful Xavajo
.Nearly all
blankets and raise sheep.

,.

'

-

,

lives remember Amos Martin as an ! tribe is increasing at a normal ratio,
old man when they were boys.
quite in contrast to the other tribes.
Martin has rarely been sick. He Many hundreds of them are employed
say he always smoked, and enjoyed la helping to build branch lines of
a little "i.i .Scotch."
In Arizona it
He draws a the Santa Fe railroad.
Is usually considered that three Mexpenxlon of 4H a month.
icans will do as much work as one
wljite man, bulMiot so with the Navajo. Those who have been over them
in authority tell me that they have

I made up my mind never to b
taken alive, but would
have died
fighting, for it would have been better to have been shot than to b
starved to death." Martin says.
After the 'Mexican war he located

SOLDIERS OE THE SOUTH ARE
RAPIDLY FALLING OUT OF RANK

er and smaller.
The niu!li is doing all that she can
M'KVIVOItS Ol'. to reliexe the dislres of In old
"f her soil in their last d.i.
OM1-- : t.ltr.AT t ONn:iH.I5- Men smi- - out or ner pour exineijuer.
ATI-ARMY.
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K;i hlnon.i. Va.. May 30.
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well performed.
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The reunion of the Orand
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In
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1'eath in fast depleting the ranks of vise man) small means ot turning
the men In gray, and those that are an extra coin with vvhiih to purTo take
alive are no decivpid that tiny can- chase the lillle luxuries
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oMitui
lnci.ii-iil.iprohh-illomore and more an easy
:js
iiavel ami mi rvhlng
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n
in
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the
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he many
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LEFT OF GRAND UNION ARMY OF

Washington, D. C, May 30. According to returns received at the
United States pension office the veterans of the civil war now number
about 975.000. The maximum of the
pension army was reached in 1902
when the number was approximately a million. The army is lessening
very rapidly now, about 2,000 a
month being the average decrease In
the rolls. This results from about
4.000 deaths and 2,000 additions each
month.
The
service pension act
passed by the last congress, giving a
pension to every soldier of the union
army regardless of physical disabilities, did not add so many Increases
or new pensioners to the rolls as was
anticipated.
TJie total of Increases
according to applications made up
to date has been but 325,000. Immediately after the passage of the act
a great flood of applications was received, mostly for increase in pen
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At this time, 42 years after the
great civil war, there is good will
between the soldiers of the armies.
It shows that after four years of
bitter conflict they learned to respect
each other.
It Is unreasonable, nor should It be
expected, that men who endangered
their lives on the field during the
four years of the war should confess
that they were wrong In. fighting
for the principles they inherited from
their forefathers.
Since we fought the matter out we
jit"
Pk,
i
abide by the result in good faith, as
Anglo-Saxoshould.
For myself, I believe the day Is
near at hand when our descendants
north and south will be Just as
proud of the confederate soldier as
of the union soldier, and they will
be quite- satisfied to believe and say
of each soldier: "He fought for the
right as he saw the right; he measured his life up to the highest and
best he knew; he bore himself like
a brave man and a true patriot."
STEPHEN D. LEE.
Upon the mossy marbles of many
Commander-in-Chie- f
union and many a confederate solConfederate
Veterans.
dier can be written: "He was a very
perfect gentle knight".
The purity of our motives will conThe cause of secession was lost, cern
our posterity more than tne
but the cause of honor and courage correctness
of our positions.
and fidelity was won. Let the Great
STEPHEN D. LEE,
Judge of all tne earth say who was Commander-in-chie- f,
Grand Camp,
right, or let Him say to both: "Well
Confederate
Veterans. Columbus,
that it was an army of only 6,000 done."
Miss.
men.
It is now costing the government
about $146,000,000 a year for pensions. That is the amount appro- DRUMMER BOY AT II, SPRINGSTEEN DIO
priated for the coming fiscal year.
Last year the amount required was
$138,000,000, Taut the service pension
HEROIC DEEDS ON GORY BATTLEFIEIIDS
act has Increased the cost somewhat
.
The highest amount ever reached
was $156,000,000 in 1902.
Many applications have been received by the pension office lately LAD OF TENDER YEARS COULD
NOT BE KEPT FROM THE
from veterans of the confederate
army, who have evidently been misFRONT IN CIVIL WAR CARled as to the scope of the act passed
RIED A JttE.SS.YGE WITH BULby congress last winter,
and who
LETS WHISTLING ABOUT HIM.
think that the era of good feeling
has Increased to the point of pensioning the soldiers of the south as
well n s those of the north. For the
Washington, May 30. Employed
benefit of any southern soldiers who In the medical division of the Unltej
may be laboring under this misapprehension it may be stated that they States pension offices at Washington
tut-,s4fft'"
are not yet included in the pension Is a husky young man who was the
bounty.
youngest regularly enlisted and mus'
tered soldier In the union army during the civil war. He Is Abram F.
An incense to the memory
Springsteen, of Indianapolis, Ind.
Born in Brooklyn, N. Y. July 5,
Of one who sleeps In Tennessee.
1860, young Springsteen was taken
He
O. soldier dead, could you but kno when a baby to Indianapolis.
early showed unusual talents at makw,
ing
a
noise
a
with
stick.
He
beat
The lips you kissed so long ago
upon tin pans, wash boilers and
household utensils until at the
Still breathe your name In tendern other
age of six he was an accomplished
ess
and It was the custom of
That time can never make the less. drummer
his parents and neighbors to exhibit
at
I deck an unknown grave, 'tis true, him as an infant phenomenon
church entertainments and Fourth
July
of
celebrations.
The tears I shed are still for you;
The first call for troops after the
war was declared was In April, 1861.
Clod bless the hand, whose ere It be, In May, 1861, Springsteen was a boy
of 11 and full of enthusiasm to go
That strews my hero's grave for me. soldiering. He accordingly ran away
from school and hired out to a reKlla K. Dearborn
cruiting officer in Indianapolis where
he was employed to make a noise In
front of the recruiting office and attract the farmers when they came
AUTOMOBILE
ELKS
in from the country.
His parents dragged h.m home
once
twice but In October, 1861
WILL BE POPULAR he ranoraway
again and was mustered
In as private in Co. A, 35th Indiana
Volunteers, being then 11 years and
months old. He serveu until
Quaker Clubs Will See That Visitors two
December 23, 1861, when his parents,
W ill Be Well Taken
learning that the regiment was or- Care OL
dered to the front kidnapped him
and took him home and locked him
May
up.
29.
Philadelphia, Pa.,
When
He ran away repeatedly, but was
the visiting hosts of Elks arrive In
Philadelphia to attend the big con- always caught and brought back.
vention and reunion which is to be Finally, when he was 12 years and!
held during the week beginning July 24 days old his elders gave In and he
15th, the ladies accompanying the went to war.
He served until July 2, 1865, when
parties will find in waiting for them
was discharged
at
any number of automobiles, placed at his regiment
Greensboro,
Ind., and on July 22 he
their disposal through the kindness
was
out
presented
and
mustered
with
of the Quaker City Motor club. At a
war drum by his company. This
a recent meeting of the club the folIs among his prized possessions. ABItAM F. SPRINGSTEEN
NOW
lowing
resolutions drum
-- t&..
j
AND DURING CIVIL WAR.
l tuts uullic ui nuiwua,
were unanimously adopted:
Springsteen
was
field
off
ordered
the
"He it resolved that this club In- by Uen. Mason, but boylike he hung
The louer photograph wan taken
vites Ha mpmliers. the makers apeiit around and when
when .Mr. Springsteen waa few moments In 1H2.
cnli-lan
or owners of automobiles, to place at later the general was knocked from
mldier of the northern
the disposal of the executive- commit- his horse by a shell Springsteen was army. He Is Miohu tit the drum
tee of the Benevolent and Protective the first to reach his side.
which lie carrieu on several gory
iMitllelielits.
Order of Elks on Sunday afternoon,
On one occasion the officer In com'July 14th, any and all automobiles. mand made use of the boy to carry
Including chauffeurs, that it will be an Important message to a skirmish run In safety and delivered the
hi.l.lititr a il n iroroll u
lino
within their power to contribute.
On the night of Nov. 29. 1SS4. tli
"It Is further resolved that the sec- advance position. The boy was told
retary of the Quaker City Motir club to crawl on his hands and knees night before the battle
of Fran n,
be Instructed and authorized to comthe
Teiin.,
cotton
until
stalks
throuuh the
he was captured at Spring
municate with the executive commit- enemy noticed him and fired on him, Hill, IS miles away, but half an hour
tee of the Elks, Mint Arcade build- when he was to get up and make a later he ulipped hla guard, minus hii
hat, drum and knapsack, and at 5
ing, for the purpose of making ar- - run for the rltle pits. Ho was quickraugetnents In placing the automo-- I ly discovered, but half a dozen balls o'clock in the morning was back in
biles at the disposal of said conunit- - sped over his head and he made the camp.

b;

n

IN WORLD

"Upon the iiiowsy marbles of man y union ami manv a confederate
can lie, written: 'Ho was a very .perfect, gentle knight.'"

rincrlaAfrel o,nd myrtle, oaJn and
And wreaXhcf of rose j--, white and aold ,
And drape (heir graven onthiJ holy
With (he flag they lovgd in (he deggcf of oldi
For (he red iitke red of (he blood (hgy ,ga.vet
y The vhite U (he
moke of (he belching5 c?un.
And (he blue ic(he blue of (hengf "(hey clave
(he cftajv inihe crovrw (hey won.
To aa-i1
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MY HERO'S GRAVE

more endurance and are almost as
A
while ago there were some steel rails
(BY F.I.LA K. DF.AIIMOUN.)
to be laid. Under the broiling sun
the rails got too hot to handle. The
The
Mexicans went on sirike.
soutli, from east ti
kept at it until their hands were From i i i
t
blistered, and then lilt upon the West
scheme of sleeping during the day Where r a soldier's dust may l est.
sun
ami commencing work after
down, when the rails began to cool
mark each hero's grave.
keening at It until morning.
The
Apaches, who als, j make their horn
he loved o'er him w ive.
quarrels, one
in Arizona, are more
an.l w orllile-is.far u a ay
Cull at our store, please, for a "free
I
hi
m.i
s'.vev.
"110:11111
gr.ive today,
Cofsample of Dr. Slioop's
f e."
your
If real coffee disturbs
hiiid-Instead
Moncich, your heart or kidneys, then, I'
try tins Clever l',)lle Imitation. While!
very
closely
I'r. Snoop
matched Will
wreath ai ,e his
i'!. Java and .Moehu Coffee in flavor!
I.
yet he has not even a tn-- '. A 'l.l
n:i i t
w ill
tlvy strew f r ino
giaiii ef
coffee in It. Dr.,
nip's
Coffee
Imitation Is' My
hero's grave in Tennessee;
grains or:
in le from pure :oated
resell witil loi't. ruts, etc. YfU Willi
,1
1
ir:y like lie.:::lt CoUe?. Sj'.X by C.I
the weU rn sill.
ullt'le.
N. lirighum.
s lue grave
a lonely o
you
If y.ej w tr.t a,'y:h!r.s on
'. ;!I
it o'er vkh choicest b!
i: se; it t.n'ou!;!i (lie iij;i: columns
In- Citla
We get re- r ttith" rich perfume
the

good workmen as the while men.
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U further resolved that the
be
requested to and to take the visitors from the
Press committee
make puhlli' as much as possible tliU Bellevue-Mtratfor- d
and dismiss them
invitation lo members of the various at our club rooms i:i the 11 tel Ma- clubs and lo automobile owners in jestic,"
general "
At the suggestion of Mr. Hirdart.
These resolutions were presented
was
also
by Frank llardait, who is a member the following resolution
:
adopted
of the club, a member of the Coun- which has in
cllmanic committee
"lie it resolved. That durii.g th
charge the municipal
preparations week beginning July 14th, the coui-tes- y
for the convention, and a member of
of these club rooms be ex'end-e,- l
Philadelphia lodge of Elks. In ask- to all visiting automohili-ts- .
That
lng f 'V their uil'iption. he sai.i:
the holding of membership cards m
"My reasons for Introducing
tlv any automobile club or association
i,l no doubt be will entitle them to the privileges of
above resolutions
appreciated by eac h and everv mem-- j ihe eluii rooms. That the h,,u-- e comher of tins club. The Elks will lirinK mittee be authorized and instructed
to us next July
of a to make proper arranc-iueiiifoi enmillion of the be.--t people of this: tertaining llie visitors during
l.i.it
'CUtmiy. and it Is their purpose, iini week.
lie the purpose of each
and
snoii
every citizen, to make these visitors
Free samples of "Prever.tfcs an l a
to the
Welcome and to
booklet on Colds will be gladly n;iil-- e
possible
popular
belief.
the
decree
you on request, by Dr. hoop,
a.,d impression that Philadelphia is
is., simply to prove merit.
a
an inhospitable city.
are little Cndy Col 1 Cure
"On Sunday, July 14th. there will; Tablets. So quinine,
no Laxative,
!
sever.,
'Ubt be
no
thousand of til" potliing harmful whatever. Preventics
most prominent of the K!ks within prevent colds as the name Implies
our gates, ami It is the purpose of when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
the Elks, and should be our purpose Stage." For a seated cold or La Grip
to assist them In showing them asipe. break it up safely and quickly!
good a tiui( on that day us possible, with Preventics. Sold by all dealer,

j

j

one-nuart-
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Ka-lin- e.

Pre-venti- cs
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HAII1 DRESSER

AXTi

CTTIROPO

DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corn,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara

tlon of complexion cream builds u?
the skin and Improves the complti;
Ion., and is guaranteed not to be Injurious. She also rfepares a
that cures and prevents dandruff mid hair falling out; restor
life to dead hair;
remove
mole,
warts and sou erfiuo:;, hair. Also ..
face powder, a freckle cure and pirn
pie cuie and i ll" cur.
Alt of the.
eg, ;abl
are pur.-lcompounds. Have just added a vt
lirator ma'-hlifor treatment
'.alp, tae and cure of wrinkle. .''
U also used fcr rheumatism.
pali.
and massage.
hal.-tonl-

t-

To Chicken ret tier.
MausnrJ'
Mills s
wheat at fl.50 per l?0 V .

1

nirnMvw. may

RAILROAD!

Direct From
The Orient

BIS

Departments
Lxjxjooooocoooooooooooooooou

Large assortment of
China and Jap Mattings from

Mm

OPERATOR

20c per yd. up.
Cir. Coal and SecoRd

mj9U&mjaKjaKmumomjmomoo
ARE FOUND CENSUS
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TIMBER IS

AGAINST MILLIONAIRES

WAS

100

W. V. FutrelleFurniture Co

TR1IF

evening citizen.

AT.r.rQra:QrE

so mo:.

MADE

Graft Is Estimated at 62.000 Chicago Box Manufacturers
Would Like to Know What
Acres of Land Valued at
They Have to Work On.
$1,600,000.

CONFIDENTIAL

Needles, Cal., May 30. J. F. Hoyle
was before the local court Monday on
a charge of adulterv preferred bv
officer W. H. Baldwin. Hoyle came
to Needles about four weeks ago and
was employed here ns a train dispatcher for the Santa Fe, He secured apartments at the Needles hotel,
registering Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hoyle.
Suspicion was directed towards them
and finally Mr. Hoyle resigned and
was prepared to leave, having obtain-- ;
ed a pass for himself and wife from
Needles to Wlnslow, where he expected that he would be able to go
lo work. The day before leaving Mr.
llovle became talkative and In an tin- guarded moment showed to Officer
Haldwln a letter from Mrs. Hoyle
dated at Hlrmingham. Alabama. Mr.
Hovle at this time acknowledged that
the woman who was with liim was
not his wife and that the wife at
Hirmlngham was the genuine article.
A warrant was issued, Hoyle arrested
and placed in Jail and Monday Dis
trict Attorney H. L. Dickson con
ducted the preliminary examination
before Judge L. V. Hoot, the defend
ant acknowledging his guilt and mak
ing no defense. He was held to an
swer before the superior court at Mill
Hernardlno under bond of $2,000,
which he did not give. The woman
was called as a witness In the case
and gave her name as Mary Kliza-bet- h
Alford. As she could not assure her presence at the trial, she
was placed under $500 bond for her
appearance. This bond was not given
to the
and both were committed
county Jail, Constable J. L. Medlin
taking the prisoners to the county
Hoyle has exJail Monday evening.
pressed himself as willing to plead
guilty to the crime and ask for the
leniency of the court and It Is probable that he will be brought before
one of the Judges of the superior
court at San Hernardlno Monday
next.

pack

iirnun l fliinxiK the bnys v,trdiiy
nntmlng. The employes dun'; knmv
whether aiv mllitnn to tin. Snnw
family hn iirrlved or whiit. Im, anyway "Dad" Ims the happy in in on
hi countenance.
M. t'ofer, platform for.Mii an at the
lie Will
local depot, has reigned,
leave for Kl I'aso tonight to accept
c
a position with the trans-- o'ltinental
Inspection bureau. His tiro th-- r, Hoy
t'ofer, sealtaker in the loi al yards,
will accompany him.

WeVe Always
ON THE SQUARE!

P. O. Wood, a member of the Santa
Fe board of attorneys, with headquarters In Topeka, arrived here yesterday morning from the south ,.ul,
and left for his home last ninht.
W. R. Fouls, a clerk in the freight
office, has resigned, to take effect
June 1. He leaves next week for Lai
Junta. Colo., to accept a pillion In
the freight ofTlce there.
.
P. W. Zimmerman, claim adjuster
for the Santa Fo at Pueblo, Colo.,
spent yesterday In Albuquerque, returning to the north last night.
"The Horny Toad," the Kl Paso
train, arrived
here this morning
thirty-fiv- e
The delay
minutes late.
was due t. soft tracks.
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O. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk.
Mo., had a narrow escape four years

ago when he ran a Jlmson bar into
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
wanted to amputate it but I would
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-lln- s
Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous wound." 25c at all drug
gists.
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Co.

MEN AND WOMEN.
Biff sH for unnatural
dirbarc,UflBniDifttiont,
Irritations or ulrrtiont
of nnoom menibmat.
and nnt Mtrin
Pin
cent or pcimDoui.

E ENDEAVOR to conduct our business on
the Golden Rule plan. We give a Man
Clothing that will satisfy him and prove to
be as represented. Clothing, that will cause him
to think well of us and make this his Clothing
store. We give a Man Clothing that will not make
us ashamed to look him square in the face the
next time we meet him. We never advertise
"$30.00 Suits at $4.99" or "The Best Clothing in

the world at the cost of the buttons."
Every patron of this store will receive a satisfactory measure of value for his money, backed
guarantee of "Money back, if you
by our iron-cla- d
We
do business on the square.
want it."

M. MAM DELL
Agent for

ts

f

'

Fashioned Apparel
VMS

None Better.

WASHINGTON CLOTHING.

!,

14 my

COAL

DrnnrlKU

in pltio wrapper.
fprm'titKprM,
prepaid, for

31S9BBHBHBBHBMBBHHB

J

Every Woman

WOOD

f

FOR CASH ONLY
Arret may is

John

lHK'k-e-

t

S.

SOLD)

Beaven

LIVERT. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
chanced.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Traction

O

".-ilil-

The Manhattan Musical Comedy Co.

ot

TONI G II T

Fun in a Boardine
A

Satire

School9'

DEVOKS READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tear.
JAP-A-LA-

C.

PRICES

K)000900C000C00

rc00

COME

Future

TO BELEN, N, M,

New
Railway
Santa
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TUB

LUNC8

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery
0N8UMPTI0N

forC

OUGHgaM

MUTT'S

needed

Price

S0e$t.OO

PENNYROYAL

PILLS

WotkniH, trr
iftrkty n1 oinlitti,tn. r
Tius
f
tvnd hantli "iniM
Won." Tl.ej i "llle Ml
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL E3TAT
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BuUdtafl

A. E. WALKER
u
rmm

Itbtnds

tuilhtktoot'

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is c o mfo rtab le from
'he start.
The burning and aching

caused by still soles and the
pvils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
lomfort.
zhoe

that's

taut

ron a

oRAot

Moat Market
Frrsh and Salt
Steam Sansaffe Factory.
EMJL KLIKNWORT
Masonic Building. North Third

All Kinds of

Oil Bimitr,

U-O-

Oxford s,

B. A. SLEYSTER

$3-- 5

iigh Shoes,

INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 11 and 14 Cromwell Block
Albuquerque. Telephone No. Its.

$4.00

Zet us fit you.
121

WOOL

with Raubs and Maug.r
Office, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. If.

THIRD STREET

K: Si, U Cnm

I WM.

W.'E. MAUGE

m

Arm
'

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Assoc
tion. Office at SIT West RaOrs

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Has
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines L4qor
and Cigars. Place your orders to
this line with us.
m-m-NORTH TH r.D BT

absolutely
comfort able

CHAPLIN
Railroad Avaoua

nnt

GlTe ua your ROUGH DRY
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

0

Kocooooa
CKK00
Railway Center

;

A

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AN D WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IM
PROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Arc Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

CURE

Frts Trial.
Surest and ttuickest Our for all
THROAT and LUNO TKOVB-LK- 8,
or MONEY BACK.

breaking in

No

The Belen Town and Improvement

cili-v.-ni-

KILL the COUCH

OLDS

408 Watt Railroad Awtnoa

Three Acts.

The Life of Christ

ht

!

WITH

014

INT

you keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their action Is so gentle that the appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggist
25o Try them.

Thos. F. Keleher

IP eml:

C A S I

to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for It If

AND

Mm

tO00CO0OCHKfi
its Location

I

Don't Pay Alimony.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
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Washington,
May 30. The
11. 0. or ft twit! tJ 7ft.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
tional Association of Hox ManufacClrcalftr tent on rwiiiMt.
MM
turers, with headquarters at Chicago,
PER TON
has forwarded to the department of
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
Agricultural and the director of the
WM
PER TON
census a resolution
recently passed
which urges the importance of maku iiHf!Ti-- tbanawondt-i-uicaia edcw
ul
about
ing an accurate determination of the
iMARVELWhirlingSf
kind and quantity of standing timber In "this country. With this end
JJrst 3t it evnvt-DIn view the association will request
lent. It clf&nw.
congress to authorize the bureau or
IJltu,.
JjTL.'
ini
ill
the census and the forest service to
dniffptitforlt.
At. j fmr
Incorporate this wcirk in the Census
If ti. cannot kui'i'iT tli.
MARVEL, '' rvt no
of la 10.
rtther lint wT,a BlnmD for
M.
It VM
Hlii.imt.1
A circular coivtalning the resolu
full n.rtlrtilar. uil (t!n'twiit In
tion and statement of facts on the TI1H SAXT.V I I' ItOAP
Tinatlp t li,li.'. mniii.ni.
WILL THY rl'.MKXT.
4 U.1 SI4 klrcct. MW YOUK,
timber situation has Just been sent
Iola. Kan., May 30. Is the Santa
out broadcast by the association to
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
cement
going
the
Into
Fe
railroad
organi
its members and commercial
zations throughout the I ntted Stales business in Allen county? This Is a
The manufacturers emphathlze
the question that is puzzling the people
to about Carlyle. Some days ago u man
lnt that it is very necessary
now how much stulidljig timber ivnii is said to represent the Santa Fe
there Is In the country and how long came to that city. He interested Mr.
EXCURSIONS
Kdger, the Carlyle merchant. In a loit will last at the present rate of cut
ting. These questions are not only of cal cement proposition, and through
" 1
r "''
much importance to all wood manu- hiin has purchased the Dr. Whltaker
facturers, the circular says, but they farm of eighty acres and the Adams
also suggest problems of much lnler- - farm of 2U( acres, both lying In a
est to every person who reads a book shale district east of Carlyle. In ad- Mexico City and return $10.2.1. June
8 to 15 Incluxive. Limit August
or newspaper, every person who uses dition, it Is stated, over 2.000 acres of
31. IW)7.
lumber in any form and all who ship gas land has been secured. Among
W
this, so rumor says. Is property be Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit,
'
packages and receives them.
The
$
$58.75; sixty day, $72. 90; season
estimates of the standing timber in longing to William Davis, clerk of the
this country are at present based on court, and also property of several
limit. Dec. 15th, JS7.45.
,
AVE.
the census of 1880 and 100 and they other lolans. The supposed railroad Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
by either representative has returned to Michi
are
sufficient
not
considered
Springs
.
and return, $20.75; Pueblo
V
gan, the people say. to engage engi
oresters or lumbermen.
i
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
was neers for the construction.
something
Is it not time
to Sept. SO. 1907. Return
1st
June
The Union Pacific Railroad com
iy the malnufaCurerw ft panv
limit Oct. SI. 1907.
dVne?f
of
business
branch
this
started
request
an
for
their
accurate deter
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
by building a plant at
mination of the amount of standing for railroads
Kan., and several
timber.
"Like all good
business Haxter Springs,
(
roads are known to he consid O0ayD000000tBO00CO
men. should we not know first where other
we stand?
Let us stop guessing erlng such propositions. The rumor
excitement
considerable
caused
and estimating and know the exact has
plant if built, will be
amount of standing forest timber in In Carlyle. Thea quarter
or a mile east
about
In this country.
The time to do this located
Is In 1910, when
the next official of Carlyle.
ensus Is taken. H Is an Immense
It was reported yesterday
hat
piece of work, but perfectly practl- al.
The machinery for M already numerous changes will be made in
exists in the bureau of the census the operating staff of the Missouri
Mountain, effective June
and In the forest service. To auth- Pacific-Iro- n
orize thee bureaus to do the work 1. The official announcement may
be looked for on Wednesday from St.
x. m. ruick.
j all is necessary.
1 nere will be
headquarter.
lT. S. District Attorney. Who Bagged
The census of 1KS6 contained an Louis
promotions
and
transfers
estimate of the timber stumpage of several
Mme nig uuns.
among the division superintendents
the I'nlted States at ( n.ri.2!".l
lines,
on both
but It is understood
bileight hundred and fifty-si- x
no new men will 'be appointed
than one defendant in the case. All lion, two
hundred and ninety million that
mansystems
of which mystery is by order of the one hundred
Irom
other
thousand feet. Since agement adhering tothe itstiould
W hite House ami due to the fact that IStSO
policy of
cut of timber, as promotion of Its own employes,
based
the Haywood case is mixed up in the showntheby actual
has
available
statistics.
proposition.
been over seven billion feet, st that upon merit and faithful service.
Attorney
District
has rate, the entire timber supply of the
Hulck
brought suit In this city against the l nlted States, which Is being cut a
W. S. Ferguson, brakeman on the
uarner Lumber company to recover the rate of more than thirty-fou- r
bilPecos Valley & Northeastern, tells an
40,0(10 acres of timber land worth lion feel per year, will be exausted interesting story of how he killed a
11,000,000.
two-foThe timber is of the In five years This we know is
copperhead snake at the
"
finest yellow pine ami Is located In
ladles' entrance to the railway station
twenty
Holse
the
to thirty
basin from
'The census of 1900 gave an esti at 4 o'clock last Thursday morning.
miles from the city. To work up this mate of the stumpage then standing He had Just come In from a run.
timber the Harber I ompany, a con at one trillion, three hundred ninety Walking by a coiled snake at the encern worth several millions of dol- billion feet.
Other estimates have
door he thought that some of
lars, has six miles east of the city also been made showing the standing trance
the railroad men had put a rubber
one or the largest saw mills in the timber at the present time to be snake
He waved
there to fool him.
northwest.
It has another mill In about two trillion feet. All of them his lantern
at the reptile and it
this city.
are guess work. It Is well known struck, hitting
squarely.
lantern
the
The claim is made that the com that there has been an advance hi Disillusioned as to the reality of the
pany Illegally acquired the land. The the price of lumber of about 100 per snake,
Musical
in
Mr. Ferguson secured a pole
latter Is now worth about $250 an cent In the last eight years, and this
acre. A citizen, to secure title to advance is based on the Increased and killed it.
MJth land, can get a tract of 160 scarcity of lumber, and ithe Increased
In
C. W. McClintock, timekeeper
acres at a cost of about $3 an acre cost of carrying It to the central general
car foreman's office will leave
standing
the
because
from the government. The usual markets.
1
posiu
to accept
the service June
practice in such cases is for a lumber supply is now so far therefrom."
up town. He will be succeeded
our greatest source of supply is tion
company to buy from a man holding
by
Tlcrnev.
John
Between the acts Colored Moving Pictures
timber land at about twice what it now on the Pacific coast. An esticost him. Often the land grabbers mate of this supply made Chis year
Josep h K. Johnston, clerk at the
hundred
advance the money needed to make shows that there Is seven fifty-eigroundhouse days, has resigned leavthe necessary payments to the gov billion, six hundred and
ing
eighty
the
If
the service June 1. He will be
million,
thousand feet.
ernment.
night
innual lumber cut of the 1 nlted suceeded by W. A. Millets, now
If the Liarber company should lose States
should be taken from this sup clerk, whose position will be lillcj by
this cult it would be necessary that ply exclusively.
li. Crawford.
be
would
de
the concern buy the land again when pleted In twenty Ityears,
at the pres
it is thrown open to entry. Kven this
cutting.
The general otlhes of the Santa Fe
ent
national
rate
of
The
second purchase would leave a com bureau of statistics says: 1'ractlcally Central
railway at Santa Fe were
peo
saw
mill
margin
fortable
for the
the whole world Is asking for Ameri- closed today on account of Memorial
pie.
RESERVED SEATS 35c.
25c
can wood and Its products. The for- day.
la securing a tract of timber lam est reserve declares that the timber
a man must swear that he is getting of the I'nlted States Is being cut three
"Dml" Snow, a tinner at I lie ma
it for his own u"e and has not con
i hint
shops was pasi!iK th? cigars
as fast as it Is growing.''
times
law
Despite
to
sell
it.
this
traded
men get title to timber tracts am
sell to lumber barons.
Often th
are employes of the latter, and the
transactions is plain larceny.
B
Ituick has not only sued the l!ar
her company to regain the land, but
has caused the grand Jury to return B
indictment against men Involved
alleged frauds connected therewith
The number of these indictments i
o
variously estimated at front 12 to
it is now promised that they will ue B
made public June ljth.
In Hie regular inner of things the B
indictments would have been given B
The reported re.
out earlv in May.
son fur the delay is that Senator W
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
K. l'.orah is connected with the mat
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
ter. Borah is one of the chief att
Cut-ofof
Fe
Located on Belen
f
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
nevs for the state In the Haywood If
case, and the president is said
EAST AND
LEADING
SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE
have intervened to prevent inlerfer
B
WEST FROM CHICACO. KANSAS CITT. GALVESTON
ence with, the murder uiil. it
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELumber B
Is attorney for the Harber
t'o. He denies that he lias violated fl
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
anv law.
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
hub k has brought suit at Weiser B
to recover 22.01IO acres of land worth
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2fxH
fiimi.m a. At Lewislon he is pressing
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
to tr.al a bunch of 'prominent
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
chaigtd with land frauds.
Tbe.-- e
include a former oflicer of the
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK a. U GRAND
leading
rum. lit land ofllee. two
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
attorneys and several banker-'- .
fl
ING lis. 000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
Let me mall you free, to prove H
OF 1.500 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
POPULATION
mtrit, samples of my Vr. Snoop's
BELEN
THE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
Ktetoratlve, and my Hook on either
cyepepFia, the heart, or the kidneys. If
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
Acldreiss me, Dr. Khoop, Racine, Wis.
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS,
s.
Troubles of the stomach, heart or
ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPare merely symptoms of a de.p-t- r
ailment. Don't make the common
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
error of treating symptoms only. fl
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
(symptom treatment Is treating the re
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILkult of your aliment, and not the
cause. Weak stomach
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
nerves the
inside nerves means stomach weak- ESTIMATED.
neks always. And the heart and kid
i.tyn as well have their controlling or
mo
inside r.erves. Weaken these nerves fl
WM. H. BERGER, Sec'yl
jOHN BECKER, Pies'.
and vou inevitably have weak vital
Bhoop's
Dr.
is
where
Here
If
irtrai.u.
Restoration has made its fame. No
other remedy even claims to treat the
Also or moating,
"inside nerve.
breath or complexion
biliousn,
b.l
Jle".terative. Writs H
I'r,. fc!.0'"V

ni?e. May 30. I'nele Sam's purhas
suit of government land robbers operbrouKht him to Idaho. He Is
Disating here through United StatesIndict-nienItukk.
trict Attorney N. M.
are pending against more than
a score of "leading citizens," including millionaires, statesmen and law-ve- r.
Suits have been begun to re
cover 62.(in0 acres of timber lands
valued at Jl.600.on0. This is the result of work carried on by special
agents of the government for more
than a year.
All the proceedings are being conducted with most unusual secrecy.
In the suit filed here, for Instance, nobody is permitted to see the petition,
although court records are supposed
At the
to be open to the public.
clerk's office Information was even
refused as to whether there was more

Na-
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE.
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MORTGAGE SECURITY FOB ONE YEAR,
WITH i PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
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B
B

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP? AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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EVENING

SPECIAL

PERSONAL
PAR A (IK A PUS

MEETING

THE

CITIZEN.

TlintsnAV.

OE
The Cheap Clothing

CITY

Hobby is a Bad One

MEAT

Mr.. T... H. Stern and little son have
returned fmin a vlult to relatives at
Socorro.
hr conducts a saJ. W. Akers,
loon In Snnta Fe, spent yesterday In
the Iuke City.
Otero Orders Cltv Buildlna 8
Jacob Perea. the sheepman of
Is In the cliy, looking after
Vacated-FI- re
House to
certain business Interests.
C. Neust;idt. the popular merchant
be Moved.
of Las Vegas, spent yesterday in the
city, registering at the Mturges.
In
t
the
L.
Hecker. cashier
A special meeting of the city coun- First National bank of Helen. X. M.,
pleasIs In the city on business and
ciy was held yesterday afternoon In
ure.
the city clerk's office In the X. T.
Julius Stanh. the attorney, who has Armijo building, to consider the mat
redays,
been In Kl I'aso for several
turned home this morning on train ter, of vacating the building now used jj
as the city hall.
No. 10.
The members f the council present
Morris Hartlett. a business man of
San Antonio, X. M.. who has been In were Aldermen Hanley, Hayden,
g
the city for several days, expects to
and 8
Wllkerson
Harrison.
Heaven. Mayor
McKee presided at
return home tonight.
J. A. Wood, superintendent of the the meeting.
The following communication de 8
Oolden Oold Mining company, of
manding the surrender of the build
Uolden. X. M., arrived in Albuquerque
ing was read to the council:
last night and is a guest at the Stur-geAlbuquerque. X. M.. May 6. 1907.
To the Mayor ami the City Council
r.
United States Marshal C. M.
or the City of Albuquerque:
q
by
Kdward
accompanied
g
You are hereby Informed that the
guickel, returned to the city last
propof
time
for
occupation
the
the
night from a business trip to
erty occupied by the city as a city
belonging to Alfredo J. Otero,
George C. Bowman has sold his hall,
will not be extended a single day ye- property on North Fourth street to yound
31st day of May, 1907. the
electrical contractor, period the
M. Nash, the
provided for the occupation
and left last night for Los Angeles, under the agreement
Into by
where he expects to make his future my consent and with entered
the consent of
home.
my
Otero,
through
attor
Alfredo J.
Solomon Blbo, the well known mer ney.
Any further IQ
B. Childers.
chant of Bernalillo, will pass through iccupatlon will have to be arranged
Mill
8
Albuquerque tonight, en route to Lo through me.
Angeles.
He will be Joined here by
are also notified not to remove
lou
Hen Hibo and wife, who will accom any of the Improvements upon said 1
HERMAN ZWEIGART
pany him to California.
property from the premises.
F. J. OTERO,
The funeral of Mrs. J. V. Morning,
8
PROPRIETOR
8
Agent for A. J. Otero.
who died at 3 o'clock this morning at
A discussion relative to this was
the residence on North Walter street,
Ql
Relatives are immediately entered Into and ways 10 Imn J?, Pna
Phnna I HK
has not been arranged.
"Villi I ww yi
expected here tonight from the east and means of complying with the or I (J mini UB WVUI
The deaceased la survived by a hus ler considered. It was finally decid 8
er to give Street Commissioner Mar I f)OOOOOOCX0OOOOOOOOOC)OOOOC)OO 8
band and daughter.
to employ
X'. K. Stevens left this morning on tin Tlerney full authority
.the labor necessary to move the
train No. 10 for Trinidad, Colo. From all
property from the present site at
there he will go to Pecos City, X. M., city
A motion to this effect made
He will arrive once.
via Amarlllo. Texas.
by
Alderman Wllkerson was unaul I
in Pecos City tonight. Mr. Stevens mously
adopted.
will assist in the Instituting of a new
It was decided to establish the fire LIT
LJ J Aril
Odd Fellow lodge at that place.
house on West irand avenue, on a lot
J. K. Saint, the mining man, will fronting on First street, near the
go to Demlng tonight and later to Whitney
place.
The city councl 1Mb
Mrs will hold Its meeting
Silver City on a business trip.
In the city
115-11- 7
No,
on
train
Saint and daughter left
clerk's otlice until further notice, and
10 this morning for Newton, Kan., to the prisoners In the jail will be cared
Between
spend the summer with relatives and for temporarily by Sheriff Armijo in
friends.
the county Jail, at old town.
Caut. Fred Fornoff, head of the
At the meeting the matter of purterritorial mounted police, and W. E chasing six steel cells and erecting a
structure over them on
llritHn, territorial game and lish war temporary
den, have returned to Santa Fe afte some vacant city lot was considered
a Week's absence on the trail of a and a committee was authorized to
lawbreaker. The man managed to make the purchase and provide for
escape, but they are confident that he housing the cells.
will soon be taken Into custody.
Police court will be held In the
A. B. Renehan, a well known attor office of Justice Craig for the time
being.
ney of Santa Fe, and Mrs. Renahau
The notice to move was served on
who spent the winter In Los Angeles
and other places In southern Callfor May 6, but no action was taken in
nia, arrived In the city this morning, the matter and now undue haste Is
Returning, they stopped over In h. necessary to provide other quarters
They will attend for the city jail, fire house and po
Paso and Juarez.
the performances of the Fisher opera lice court.
It was suggested that the basement
company in "Florodora," and "The
Silver Clipper' 'today, and return of the public library In the Highlands
be used as the Jail, the citizens
home tonight.
over there having complained that
too little use was being made of this
building.
Various other schemes
THREE
DRUNKS
were considered In a more or less
burlesque manner, but nothing was
definitely decided except as to the
FINED 115 EACH moving
of the fire house.
The spe
cial committee was left full charge
of the arrangements.
John Hovey, Eplmenlo Garcia and
At the meeting, also. Mr. Dunbar,
Andres (juruli, three natives, employ- In the San Jose building on Central
got
ed in the Alvarado kitchen,
Into avenue, between Second and Third
a fight at the Alvarado late last night, streets, was given permission to put
which resulted in their being fined in an Iron or cement construction
$15 each in police court this mornunderneath the sidewalk for the pur
ing, and remanded to the holdover. pose of keeping the water from runThe three men pleaded guilty to ning under the building.
charges of drunkenness and disorderly conduct.
The trouble started over some triv
ial matter. The chef ordered the men
to leave the kitchen, which they re200 N. BROADWAY
fused to do, and the night watchman
was called in. He endeavored to oust
We buy and sell horses, buggies,
the wranglers but was ousted himself,
BUY MERRITT'S
officer H. M. Babbitt arrested all and everything In live stock and ve
four men, but afterwards
released hicles.
the watchman.
TELEPHONE 627
CAMPBELL IS A GOOD

MARKET

STYLE
FIT

Are the Vita!
Elements In Every
Perfect Shoe

WEiR

81

Her-ntllll-

and the Conspicuous Feature in Every
Pair of Shoes Sold in Our Store

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

d,

It require neither a sermon nor a lecture to convince you
of the ahnolute suiwrlorlly of our line. You are a Judge of (tooct
allocs, hence we trust to your Terdlot.
to $3.00
to 4.00
to 4.00
to 5.00
to 3.50
110 to 3.00

Spring Lamb

For-ake-

T

MAYNARO

T. Y.

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

CO.

D

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North rirtt St.

I

All Kindt of Indian and Maxlean Goods. Tht Chaapast
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankots and Maxlean Drawn Work
Mail Ordara Carefully and Promptly rilled.

J.

H. O'RIELLLY DRUG CO.

a

Plumbers

HARDWARE

GO.

Tinners

W.R.R.Ave.l

1321-32- 3

fan

Line of
Refrig-

erators
the
most
complete
in the city
is

Water

nr

Savin
Ice Pads

ml
ir-i- c,

ii

FELLOW WHEN SOBER

Slaniplnij Done to Order.
Materials for

Water

Just Arrived

THE

Palace
AVE.

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut niusa. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Barefoot sandals, with heavy soles
and soft tan colored uppers, for chll
dren, women and men 5 to 8, 0c;
9 to 11. $1.00: 12 to 2, $1.25; 3 to 8.
S t .50
at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.
o
Accidents will happen, but the hest-- i
regulated families keep Dr. Thomas'
Kclectrie oil for such emergencies. It
subdues the pain and heals the hurts.
NURSE.
Mrs. A. II. Meyer, 016 South Tlilrd

Games

"U'ulkovtr Snirs

BELL'S

LIVERY

New Location

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43

G1ELITZ

nr.. J "

T.il?

For Service

I
I

on

T

m 119 West Gold

TT

You

r

A

Building.

Wm. CHAPLIN

TT--a

IrV

T

X

N, 14

ft

"

A

m T"S

Just Received

MISS C. P. CRANE

S 2 North Second
1

r

122 South Second

Specialty of

fash-lonabl-

e

High Grade Shoes

S02 West Railroad Avenue. Phone 131

The IDEAL SHOE STORE

They Speak For Themselves

214 West Railroad Ave.

WHITHEY
vv

ft

uor specially

Lean Hertzag,

Manager

Street

TICKETS

R.R

-

AKO

ft

MSEKFIEID'S,' 118

W. R. R. Are

ft
f

Not Made by the Trust

J

Lightest Running. Strongest. Wear Longer.
- - - Less for Repairs

...

FULLY WARRANTED

BOUGHT. SOLO

Cuaranitao

noiesaie Lsisiriouiors

Harvesting Machinery

EXCHANGED

Association Offlca
Transactions

COSV3PJ&MY

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

It

g

$

Is the place for
and timely

y

rLORSHEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.'

New Line
m

SEEN THEM?

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.,

Agents For

Q

YOU

I

ec? Ideal &fooe
Store

V

FINE FOOTWEAR
$

need.

Manufactured By

Room 7.

HAW LEY

the Market

a Now Pair.

riT TOT

h

want.
Just what you

v.

The Leading Stationer.

You may buy a pair of Dutchess Trousers and wear them
two months. For every suspender button that comes off we
will pay you Ten Cents. If they rip at the waist band we will
pay you Fifty Cents.
If they rip in the seat or elsewhere, we will pay you One Ool- -

5b

Maker of

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. I
loan Kodaks free.

OUR GUARANTEE

lar or Give

CREAMERY BUTTER

The New Electrical Signs

On the Corner

Trousers

Just what you

Ladies' and Gentlemen's
N. T. Armijo

For Appearance
Priced

Steaks

the TAILOR

Eastman Kodaks

The Best Medium

5i

The Season's Newest
and Latest.

HAVE

Fine Clothes

K!

MOWERS

None Better

W. Gold

"Do you know that you went into
the Brown Pressing clut, on Silver
avenue, and Insulted one of the wo The Central Avenue Optician
men there'.'" queried the court.
"Did I?" inquired Campbell, lean114 Central Avenue
ing forward.
"Yes, and I'm going to fine you $13
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
or fifteen days. You are a good fel
low when sober, but a holy terror
when drunk," answered the court.

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

RAILROAD

224

C Wilson

G. H.

bell.

Diamond

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

3

FANCY WORK

"You are charged
with being
drunk, disturbing the peace and of
disorderly conduct. Are you guilty
or not guilty'." 'asked Judge Craig. In Mrs. M.
police court this morning, to John
Campbell, arrested yesterday.
"I'm guilty, sir," answered Camp-

Filters

r
E VERTT

Railroad and Coppar Ave., Tel. 74

FANCY DRY GOODS

I1

Coolers

it
it

NORTH FIRST STREET

Beef Tenderloins
Pork Tenderloins

jRST

Cream
Freezers

IJsS

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

Hunter's Wagon Yard

White
Ice

x

The Railroad
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

KANSAS CITY

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Call and Soe

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

H. E. Fox, Secretary and Manager.

THE WAGNER

j

TREE PRUNERS

Of LIBBEY'S
CUT OLA

LINE

BRILLIANT

,

:..

uai uj'ciicu uv' auuie
new things in Low Cuts.

Udvc

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools S
WATER
COOLERS

The busiest drug? store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting. The best of everything in our line.

AN ELEGANT

.

1

10

NEW MEXICO'S LEAVING JEWELERS
The Arch front
South Second St.

The

IfcsrTY

Prices $5.50 to $6.50

nr.c

L

Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

J

Shoes, Tan or Black

Low

We want to call your attention
We sell
to our Shoe Department.
the two most popular lines in the
United States. Our Hanan and
Douglas brands both prize winners
in their class

Ivv

I

We Are Displaying

The

One of the Joys of Spring

S3

.

GEO. W. HICKOX

If you want your thin
summer suit to hold its
shape and color, if you
5iV want no kick to come in the
end, see that your suit is of "all wool" and from a reputable
clothier.
Such Suits are reasonable at $15.00 to $25.00.
He will soon learn, who experiments with shoddy
clothing, that it is not satisfactory.
Men are learning every day that the betterkind of
clothing is the most economical in the long run.

s.

$1.75
2.50
1.75
1.50
1.50

Men's Work Shoes
Men's Iress Sinn's
Men's Oxford
Women's Sliocs
Women's Oxfords
Women's Slippers

MAV 30. 1907.

113,

Write I'or Prices

South rirtt
tie, uj,117.norm
rirat

mtraat

cri

Albuquerque, NeA Mexico

to

ft
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